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ACCEPT THE TRUTH WHEREYER FOUND.

Collegeville, P a .3 Th.nrsd.ay, ^Vpril IT , 1898

V oliarne ‘2 3 .
J

W . K O V E K , M . I>.,

Practising Physician,
TRAPPE, Pa. Office a t his residence, nearly
opposite Masonic Hall.

V J

Y . W E B E R , 91. D .,

J l

W . W ALTERS,

Contractor and Builder,
TRAPPE, PA.
Contracts for all kinds of buildings executed.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
9jan.

Practising Physician,
EVANSBTJRO, Pa. Office Hours : U ntil 9
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m.

Strong, steady nerves
A re needed for success

• p i A . K H I S E 9 , 91. I».,

H om eopathic Physician,
OOI1I 4EOEVIL.L.E, Pa. Office Hours : U ntil 9
a. m.; 6 to 8 p. m.

g

B . H O R N IN G , 91. D .,

Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, Pa.
Telephone in office.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.

r ^ B . B. F. PEACE,

Dentist,
OOR. MAIN AND DisKALB S T R E E fS
NORRISTOW N, PA.
Rooms 303 and 305. - Entrance, Main Street.
Keystone Telephone, No. 76.
Take Elevator.

^ J li e a p a n d R e l i a b l e D e n t is t r y .

Dr.N.S.BORNEMAN,
309 Sw ede St .,

NORRISTOWN, P A .
In active practice 20 years. The only place
where Pure Laughing Gas is made a specialty
for the P a i n l e s s extraction of teeth ; 38,000 gal
lons administered the past 6 years. Beautiful
Artificial Teeth inserted. Charges Reasonable.
English or German Language spoken.

DR . F R A N K

BRANDRETH

(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman,)

DENTIST,
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry a t
honest prices.

J l

G . H O BSO N ,

A ttorney-at- Law,
NORRISTOW N and COLLEG EV ILLE.
All legal business attended to promptly. Firstclass Stock Fire Insurance Companies repre
sented. A t home, Collegeville, every evening.

"P IP W A R P E . LONG,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
and N otart P ublio . Settlement of Estates a
Specialty.
O f f i c e : Corner Swede and Airy Streets,
opp. Court House. R e s i d e n c e : North Corner
Marshall & Stanbridge Streets, NO RRIS
TOWN, PA.

j^ J A Y M E R . L O N G S T R E T H ,

A ttorn ey-at- Law,
And Notary Public. ::: Land Title and Trust
Company Building, 608 Chestnut St.,
Phila., Pa.
Telephone Office No. 4082. House No. 5928.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

J J A R V E Y L . SH OM O,

A ttorney at Law,
No. 225 M AIN STREET, ROYERSFORD, PA.
All legal business promptly attended to.
Notary Public. IT. S. claims.
4-11

Q E O R G E N. CORSON ,

A ttorney at Law,
TIMES BUILDING, NORRISTOWN, PA.
All legal business promptly attended to.
9 0 H N T. W A G N ER .

— :—

I . C. W IL L IA M S.

W A G N E R A W IL L IA M S ,

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
* E. A IRY STREET, NORRISTOW N, PA.
Conveyancing and Real Estate. Properties
bought, sold, and exchanged. Rents collected.
Money to lend on good security. All legal busi
ness attended to with promptness and accuracy.
Mr.kW agner can be seen evenings a t Ironbridge ; Mr. Williams a t P ort Providence.
Philadelphia Office, 420 W alnut St., Room 36.
Consultations in English or German.
4-16

J

M. Z IM M E R M A N ,

Justice o f th e P ea ce,
CO L L EG EV IL L E, PA. Legal Papers, Bonds,
Deeds, &c., executed and acknowledgements
taken. Conveyancing and Real E state busi
ness generally attended to. The clerking of
sales a specialty.

J O H N S. H U N S IC K E R ,

Justice o f th e P ea ce,
RAHN STATION, PA.
Conveyancer and
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales a t
tended to. Charges reasonable.

g

W . W E IK E L ,

Justice of th e P eace,
TRAPPE, PA.
Conveyancer and General Business Agent.
Legal Papers, Deeds, etc., carefully drawn.
Claims collected. Sales clerked. Moderate
charges.
'
20jan.

E » W A R D D FA aViInDt ,e r a n d
P aper-H anger,
CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA.
Samples of paper
always on hand.

J

F . ROOSTS,

Practical Slater.
RAHN STATION, PA. Dealer in every qual
ity of Roofing, Flagging, and Ornamental
Slates. Send for estimates and prices.

pASSEN G ERS

And B aggage
Conveyed to and from Collegeville Station.
Charges reasonable.
H ENRY YOST, Collegeville, Pa.

p A N I E L SH U LER ,

Contractor and Builder,
TRAPPE, PA. Contracts for the construction
of all kinds of buildings executed. Estimates
cheerfully furnished.
23ma.

A. J . T R U C K S E S S ,

—TEACHER OF—

VOCAL and INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA. Organs tuned
and repaired.
14aply

J O H N H . CASSELBERRY,

Surveyor & Conveyancer.
All kinds of legal papers drawn. The clerk
ing of sales a specialty. Charges reasonable.
P. O. Address ; Lower Providence, Pa. Resi
dence : Evansburg, Pa18oc.

UNDAY PA PER S.
S
Different Philadelphia papers delivered
to those wishing to purchase in Collegeville and

Trappe every Sunday morning.
HENRY YOST, News Agent,
Collegeville, Pa.

DO RIGHT FOR THE SAKE OF RIGHT

Everywhere. Nerves

scription which was made by a
New York paper. But in course of
a few days that acceptance was re
voked, and he determined that not
from without, but from within,
should the debt be paid. Honor be
to him for such a decision. Mark
Twain hos told us that his favorite
motto is : “Be good and you will be
•lonesome.” He must be very lone
some now.

Depend simply, solely,
Upon the blood.
Pure, rich, nourishing
Blood feeds the nerves

Miss Faith sat in close com
panionship, as usual, with her
T h e great nerve tonic is familiar spirit, a piece of crocheted
edgiDg. Her touch upon the mazes
Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
of tangled thread was very gentle,
Because it makes
even endearing, and her look of
T h e blood rich and
content as she held it up and noted
its effect as a whole seemed vastly
Pure, giving it power
out of proportion to the cause.
T o feed the nerves.
Miss Faith was still pretty, with the
Hood’s Sarsaparilla pathetic beauty held as flotsam
Cures nervousness,
from the wreck of years. Her hair
was prettier as silver than it bad
Dyspepsia, rheumatism,
ever been as brown, and her eyes,
Catarrh, scrofula,
though they had lost their vivid
A n d all forms of
glow and eagerness, had gained a
Impure blood,
kindly sympathy. Her tenderness
had even extended to tbe crocheting
L I T E R A R Y . in her hand and imparted something
to that usually very impersonal ob
ject that her fancy had fretted into
EDITED BY FRANCES G. MOSER.
thinking a response. She passed
her hand affectionately over it now,
S P R IN G SO N G.
as the figure of a pineapple, much
conventionalized, repeating itself
What makes you sing so gladly ?
like history again and again, fell in
What makes you sing so madly ?
Because the Spring is coming,
scallops to the floor. “I t ’s most
Because the Spring is near ;
done,” she thought. “I can go
When sweetest flowers are blowing,
back to the oak leaf pretty soon.”
And merry brooks are flowing,
And every lad Is going
A change in the crochet pattern
To meet the lass that’s dear 1
was the chief diversion of Faith’s
It’s all because it’s Springtime,
life, that ran on as monotonously to
I t’s all because it’s Springtime,
tbe observer as the tune of the
Merry, merry Springtime,
Merry, merry Spring f
famous harper who played upon only
What makes you laugh so lightly ?
one string. To an ant the coming
What makes you smile so brightly i
of a stick or a stone may be a great
Because the Spring is coming,
event. I t is not hard to under
Because the Spring is here 1
stand how a life that consists in
Heigho, the birds are wooing,
The snowy doves are cooing,
taking infinite pains with many
And rosy lads undoing,
little things may get its sips of ex
The hearts that are so dear 1
citement, interest and novelty from
I t’s all because it’s Springtime,
a change in a pattern of crochet.
It’s all because it’s Spsingtime,
Merry, merry Springtime,
Tbe examination of the work ap
Merry, merry Spring I
peared to be satisfactory, and Faith
* —From 11The Chord» o f Life,”
by Charles H. Crandall. laid it on the table at her side. This
table was devoted to the uses of her
art, nor was ever profaned by the
A memorial window to Jane
presence of any irrelevant sub
Austen is to be placed in Win
stance. There were rows of spools
chester Cathedral.
upon it, drawn up in lines like
*
*
*
soldiers ready to receive an attack,
It is said that Sienkiewiez had hooks of various sizes lying like
made over one-half a million dollars weapons by their side and various
by his pen before the appearance of rolls of lace, the finished product of
“Quo vadis.” His fortune must their warfare. Faith regarded them
have been considerably augmented with approval, but her band that
by tbe sales of this book—easily bad lain upon the table fell away
tbe most successful one of tbe past from the accustomed task, and she
year.
sat idle, watching the red coal, the
*
shadows the lamplight threw upon
*
*
“Elements of Literary Criticism” the carpet- and listening to the
by Charles F. Johnson is a work clatter that Mary, her maid of all
likely to please those who are inter work, was making as a part of the
ested in tbe study and' the apprecia dishwashing.
“I t’s a kind of jugglery she goes
tion of good literature. The Pub
lisher's Weekly says of it :
through with those dishes,” thought
“The author’s design is to bring a Faith regrettfully, “a sleight of
wide subject into a convenient com band performance, to see -how many
pass, and to treat it with method tricks she can do before one of them
but without mechanical dryness. will break.” But her face did not
Tbe book is intended to be sug cloud, for she bad learned resigna
gestive rather than exact; to en tion. She had surrendered to Mary
courage individual study instead of the dishes and all the rest of the
formulating a code of criticism. household divinities that she had
There are eight chapters, namely : served so deftly and carefully for
General introduction ; Unity ; Tbe years that she might be more at
power of drawing character ; The leisure to while away her time in
writer’s philosophy ; The musical her own innocent fashion.
world-power ; The phrasal power ;
She wondered, as she sat staring
The descriptive power ; The emo dully at. tbe blaze, bow the crochet
tional power.”
ing had come to mean so much to
her and could not think for the
* * *
Ships that pass in the night, and speak to instant, then half remembered, sad
each other in passing ;
dened a little, lost tbe thread of
Only a signal shown and a distant voice in memory again, recovered it and fell
the darkness ;
to musing, her elbow resting on the
So on the ocean of life, we pass and speak
table, her cheek in her palm. She
one to another,
Only a look and a voice, then darkness again could hardly believe now that a cer
and a silence.
tain few years of her life had ever
—Longfellow.
really happened. They must have
*
*
*
l belonged to some other and wan
- Mr. George Meredith has recently dered willfully into her own, for
celebrated his seventieth birthday there was no home for them in hers
and has been overwhelmed with or likeness unto anything they
press notices and public eulogies, brought. Was it so ? They had
not to mention a congratulatory let gone so utterly, so completely, and
ter signed by some thirty of his she was happy now in her own
literary confrerees. Mr. John Rus- harmless way, far inland, out of all
kin has just reached his eightieth reach of storm and reef. She was
birthday and beyond a couple of still looking vaguely, half wistfully,
lines in a few provincial papers the at the fire when her doorbell rang
event has passed unnoticed. Herein and some one had entered the room
is food for reflection.—Book News, and was hurrying to her side.
* *
*
“Aunt Faith,” said a girlish,
Mark Twain’s success, says tbe tremulous voice, “I ’ve come to ask
London Academy, in carrying out you to help me. Mother said you
the great project to which he dedi had suffered like this once and you
cated himself on the failure of his had learned to forget, and I thought
business will he matter for satisfac perhaps you could show me the
tion to all his very numerous friends. way.”
Faith looked down upon the
He has worked hard to amass tbe
necessary funds and has done so slight figure crouched there, sob
single handed, and we are proud to bing, and laid her band gently upon
congratulate him on a noble achieve tbe brown bead, but she did not
ment. It will be remembered that understand about the suffering.
“ What is it, Grace ?’’ she asked.
early last year, when sick at heart
“Oh, it’s Phili I” she cried. “He
i and in poor health, Mark Twain acI cepted the oiler of a public sub doesn’t care for me any more. He’s
A n d makes them strong.

taking Jennie Thompson now, and A Y E A R - S I G H T E D O L D 91A I D .
I can’t bear it. Mother said other
women had to bear such things, but
I am near-sighted and an old
she’d always been happy, and I maid.
could come to you. You could help
Almost any one would be willing
me,” she said, lookiDg up appeal to admit that one of these misfor
ingly. “You could teach me to for tunes, alone, was sufficient for one
get.”
individual ; but both vials of wrath
■“Yes,’, said faith slowly. :
were unstopped above my defense
Then it came back to.her, all her less head.
own little story, and a dim, broken
I am near-sighted and husband
memory of the first heartache and less, and am—well, no matter how
her own longing to forget.
old. No woman gets so old as to
“Poor little girl,” whispered Faith, lose ail hope, they say, and I am in
stroking the beautiful mass of clined to believe it is true.
tangled hair. “How was it I learned
I have not been near-sighted al
to forget 1 Let me think. Yes, I ways. Iu childhood, I am sure, I
remember now. Wait a minute, could see as far as any one who
dear, I will show you.” Faith slip could see no farther.
ped out of the room and soon re
At the age of twelve years I was
turned, bringing three rolls of very prostrated with measles, and they
broad crocheted lace.
left me short-sighted.
“Can you crochet, Grace ?”
You fortunate people who have
“Not very much,” said Grace, good eyes and can see to read signs
wonderingly.
across the street, and can recognize
“ Well, I will teach you. This is your friend without the necessity
the way I learned to forget. Tbe of crossing over to be sure it is the
needle slips in and out, and the right one, know nothing of tbe
sunlight and firelight shine on it, perils and trials of a near-sighted
and tbe lace grows and is so pretty, person. Nothing at all I and no
and it brings comfort. When I be pen could picture them to you, were
gan, I couldn’t see the needle—oh, it ever so graphic.
how long ago that is 1—for the
All through my girlhood I was
tears. That was when I knew he engaged in picking up pins and
would never come again and I had needles which proved to be straws ;
my wedding dress all ready—it’s bowing to people I bad never seen
grown yellow in a chest in the gar before; upsetting invisible cans
ret. But after awhile the lace took and baskets, and hurrying past my
up my trouble drop by drop till it best friends, never dreaming of
was gone, and I couldn’t tell you their propinquity.
to-day where it is. So I ’ll t^each
I shook hands with the Governor
you, dear. These are the three rolls of tbe State once under the im
I did in the three years, one for pression that it was my Uncle Jef
each. They’re yellow now, you ferson, and astonished him beyond
see.”
measure by inquiring how Aunt
Faith opened one and spread it Polly’s rheumatism was, and if she
out. It was an intricate pattern, had good luck with her last boiling
very broad. “I t’s hard to do,” she of soft soap.
said, “but that is all the better for
I have searched half the day for
the forgetting. If I ’d been a man, some particular store or shop which
I should have gone away to Africa. I had passed twenty times without
I ’ve often thought it would do a being able to read the sign.
good deal toward making a body
Nature had endowed me with a
forget to see the sun falling down good voice, and I was needed to
like a ball and the dark come as if sing in our choir—but goodness.
somebody had blown out the light. I was so near-sighted that I could
But I couldn’t very well, so I ! not see to read tbe music unless I
learned to crochet. I never gave held the music close to my eyes,
the lace away, you see, because 1 and then the whole congregation
had worked my trouble into it, and would ignore the singing and whis
I was afraid. I thought a long time per loud enough for every one to
about it when Alice was married, hear, one to ano.ther : “How near
but I was afraid it would some way sighted Agnes Graymond is 1”
make her sad when she wore it. So
I could not bear the notoriety, so
it’s all here. This is the first year’s I left the choir.
—you see I ’ve numbered it one—
If I made an appointment any
and this is the second’s and this the where, I was invariably an hour too
third’s. There’s the three.”
late, or as much too early, because,
Faith handled the rolls over and if it bad been to have saved the
over, lost for a minute in the as city, I could not have told the time
sociations which they revived. Her by our own town clock.
I never dared go out at nights,
niece seemed to have forgotten her
own grief for the time and was ob not on account of ghosts, for I
serving her aunt curiously as she might have gone directly through a
ghost without ever seeing it, but
bent over the lace.
“That’s a fern pattern,” said Faith. because I was liable to dash my
“I t’s very pretty.” Faith sat silent brains out against any lamp-post
for a time, smoothing out the that happened to be in the way.
My friends deserted me. I used
creases of the lace and drawing it
out to its length. It seemed to have to pass them blindly by, and once
the effect of an enchanter’s wand, I ran away from my own father,
for it summoned old faces and thinking him a pickpocket.
I stumbled over poor old Mr.
scenes at will, and Faith grew
Blake,
my mother’s most reverend
blind to the little room and the
needs of her guest. At last Grace minister, as I was* coming down the
stairs—never seeing him until I
moved impatiently.
“Yes, yes,” said Faith, like one heard the noise of bis fall.
Once I went into a strange church,
awaking, “to forget. This is the
way. Here is the old pattern. I and there being no sexton I very
gravely took my seat with the
teach you.”
She bustled about, finding thread deacons, greatly to the scandal of
and needle, seated herself at Grace’s the congregation. I was not to
side, drew the thread through her blame. The church was dark, and
I certainly took the white head of
fingers and began her work.
• “There,” she said after a minute. the tallest deacon for a woman’s
“Do you see how it’s done ? It isn’t white bonnet and veil.
At last I fell in love. Perhaps
hard. Try it.”
Grace took the needle helplessly.. you wouder bow I ever came near
“Do you think I could forget so, enough to any man to fall in love
W’t h him ; this Thornwell Creigh
aunt ?” she asked hesitatingly.
ton was my music teacher, and I
“I did,” said Faith.
Grace had returned to her task had to sit near him in order to see
and made one or two awkward the notes, you know.
Mr. Creighton was a lawyer in
motions with the needle when there
good practice—a man of wealth and
came a ring at the door.
“I t’s Phil 1” exclaimed Grace, influence. At the urgent solicita
tion of my father he consented to
springing up.
- “ Grace 1” said the recreant give me instruction—and—the re
lover, standing awkwardly by the sult was jnst what might have been
door, after Aunt Faith had admit anticipated.
At the end of three weeks we
ted him and had retreated toward
her chair. There were shame and were betrothed.
Mr. Creighton was handsome,
pleading in his voice.
Grace caught her hat and went to and intelligent, and kind-hearted ;
but he had one terrible fault. He
him without another word.
“ We’ll try tbe crocheting some was jealous.
I used to.drive him nearly frantic
other time, Aunt Faith,” said Grace.
Then seeing her aunt’s half dazed by my attentions to other men, as
expression, as if she hardly under he called my lolling my head this
stood this new development of way and that way to find who I
affairs, she ran back and kissed her. should speak to and who I should
Grace’s face bore no trace of sad ignore.
When we had been two months
ness as she turned to Phil, and they
betrothed Mr. Creighton was called
went out chatting merrily.
Faith listened till the last footfall to New York on business. We had
on tbe crust bad died away, then a very affecting parting, and after
he was gone time never dragged so
carefully rolled up the lace.
“She thinks she’s happier,” slowly. He went away on Thurs
thought Faith, “but I ’m not sure. day and would return the ensuing
A man’s heart is uncertain property, Wednesday.
Wednesday arrived at last. The
hut a crochet needle,” as she laid
her hand approvingly upon those train from New York was due at 10
on the table, “is always the same.” a. m., and by the time the clock
struck tbe hour I was in the front
—Springfield Republican.
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hall waiting for him. I had dressed
myself with great care in bis
favorite colors, and was confident
of making a good impression.
He came before I expected him.
I saw him coming up the street at a
rapid pace ; I opened the door and
stood on the threshold ready to
greet him. He ran np the steps—I
rushed forward and threw myself
into his arms, crying out : “Oh, I am so rejoiced to see you,”
aud then I hung my arms around
his neck and kissed him 1—kissed
him more than once, I am afraid.
He did not speak, but hugged me
with considerable expressmen t.
Just then there was a wild shriek
from some one at the gate, and a
woman rushed up the steps and
commenced beating me over the
head with a 'market basket. The
basket contained a turkey, some
potatoes, lettuce, and packages of
tea and sugar, and about my de
voted head they all fell in lavish
profusion.
“I ’ll learn you to kiss other wo
men’s husbands in broad daylight I”
yelled the woman, slapping me in
tue face with the unfortunate tur
key. “Hain’t you satisfied with
one sweetheart that you must be
a-seducing my husband ?”
I looked np into tbe face of the
gentleman I had been greeting, and
goodness me 1 it was the face of an
entire stranger I And at the same
moment I met tbe eyes of Mr.
Creighton looking over the stran
ger s shoulder; he tfas black as a
thunder cloud.
“Agnes,” he said, “I have seen
all. Wretched girl 1 allow me to
bid yotj farewell.”
“Thornwell 1” I cried, “oh, Thornwell 1 it was all a mistake ! I did
not know this man 1 I am inno
cent—I—”
“Agnes, I saw for myself,” he
said, coldly. “Good-bye.”
He turned and left me. I apolo
gized as well as I was able to the
strange gentleman, who proved to
be the “oil man” ; appologized to
his wife : went up to my chamber
and had a good cry.
I have never met Mr. Creighton
since, save in company. He is
married to an amiable woman who
is not near-sighted.
Since then I have had offers, but
have thought best to decline. I
was afraid of another mistake with
some other woman’s husband.
So I can end as I began—I am a
near-sighted old maid.
F I S H IN A L A S K A .
THE WATERS TEEMING WITH ALL
VARIETIES, BUT SALMON PRE
DOMINATE.

“The waters of Alaska, both
oceanic and inland, have a food sup
ply equal to the demands of a conti
nent,” said H. C. Deming, of Van
couver, the other day. “Nobody
who has not actually seen the teem
ing life in these waters can believe
the truth. Iu Behring Sea there
are fishing banks where cod and
menhadden are caught in numbers
that put the Newfoundland banks
where cod *and menhadden are
caught in the shade. But it is the
salmon runs that excite the greatest
wonder, These fish go up the
rivers in the spring and early sum
mer to spawn, and sometimes in the
shallower parts of a stream are so
thick that they actually climb over
eabh other, and the Indians and
others secure all they want with
clubs and pitchforks.
“When they encounter a perpen
dicular fall they leap to an astonish
ing height, aud millions are killed
by falling back to the water and
rocks. Only the strongest succeed
in reaching the highest points on
the streams, and they are generally
so battered up that when they are
caught on their return they are not
considered fit for food by the white
residents of tbe coast. I have seen
the banks of the streams piled up
two feet high with dead salmon, and
yet there is apparently no diminu
tion to the vast numbers that come
from their winter home in the deep
sea each season. Some idea of the
wonderful extent of the salmon
fisheries may be obtained from tbe
fact that the salmon runs extend
from the Columbia to the Yukon,
including a coast line of more than
2,000 miles. The straDge creatures
of the sea that are usually found in
tropical waters are also found there.
I have seen an octopus with arms
fifteen feet long caught in Seattle
harbor, and sea anemones, sea cu
cumbers, sea urchins, star fish, moon
fish, dog fish and sharks are to be
found everywhere in the greatest
abundance. Rock cod, sea bass,
ling and other game fish of the sea
are very plentiful, and clams are
so abundant that every saloon has
clam bouillon on tap free to every

comer. The northern Pacific and has shown no diminution, we must
Behring Sea are wonderful store not jump to the conclusion that it
houses.”—Chicago Chronicle.
will not come at all. It takes time
for fashions to change, or for a
S T R A N G E C O N F E S S IO N S .
movement that has common sense
as its inspiration to get under full
MEN WHO HAVE CONFESSED TO CRIMES headway.
The principle upon which the
WHICH THEY NEVER COMMITTED.
present crusade against the slaugh
ter of birds has beeo started is cer
That a man on tbe rack, with tainly correct. If women will agree
every nerve quivering, with every not to wear feathers, tbe destruction
nerve diawn to its utmost tension, of the birds will cease. The ques
with the pain increasing in intensity tion is, however, whether women
and violence, should confess himself will ever be persuaded . that they
the perpetrator of crime is natural can dispense with this addition to
enough. The prospect of relief their toilets. At a single auction
from pain is a temptation that of birds in London last year, there
blinds the sufferer to tbe future. were, among the articles sold, 11,But it may seem strange, and is in 352 ounces of osprey plumes, 228,deed one of the most inexplicable 289 Indian parrots, 116,490 hum
things in human history, that men ming birds, and thousands of bodies
have been induced by religious ex of other varieties. This sale was
hortations and other means of per followed by others later in the year,
suasion to sign their own death but it, alone, was large enough to
warrrnts by confessing crimes mean the early extinction of many
actually never committed. Such iu beautiful species, for the sake of a
England was tbe case of John Perry, vanity that does little credit to the
executed near Gampden in 1661, fair sex.
with bis mother ahd brother, for
Unfortunately, fashion is proof
murdering William H. Harrison, against the appeals of common
steward for Lady Campden. The sense or of morality, and as the
testimony against them was chiefly English press has shown, in a
the confession of John Perry him voluminous correspondence upon
self, but, to the astonishment of the subject, the; British matron will
all, Harrison, who had been kidnap- be unmoved by anything but the
ued and carried off, returned two example of royalty itself. If an
years after the execution.
Empress, be she the Empress even
In 1812 a man named Rnssell of China, will pronounce against
Colvin, living at Manchester, Ver the fashion, English society will
mont, disappeared, and suspicions sweetly submit to be shorn of its
of foul play were entertained. Pub feathers. The same may almost be
lic opinion attributed his murder to said of Americans. The tireless
Stephen and Jesse Boom. Still, as energy of all the societies for the
there was no definite ground on protection of birds Cannot begin to
which to arrest them, the excite do the cause so much good as could
ment gradually drew away. In a few of our autocrats of style in
1819, however, a Mr. Boom dreamed pronouncing against the use of
that he bad been murdered by two such adornments, quite regardless
meD, whom be fixed upon as bis of the grounds upon which the edict
nephews, Stephen and Jesse. The was made.—Current Literature.
ghost of the murdered man even
specified the place of the murder,
A D E L IG H T F U L P E A C E .
and the old cellar hole where
the mangled body bad been thrust.
Here a knife §nd buttons were WHERE NATURE IS KIND AND ONE
WISHES TO DREAM LIFE AWAY.
found, which were identified as be
longing to Colvin. On this the
“Of all fascinating places under
men were arrested. Stephen and
Colvin had quarreled just before the sun,” said a gentleman who has
the disappearance of the latter, and traveled much, “ tbe Island of
Stephen had been seen to strike Tahti, one of the Society Islands,
him with a club and knock him is the most fascinating. In that
country, a little earth lost in a vast
down.
In a short time Jesse confessed ocean, nature has done everything
that he and Stephen, with their to make indolent souls happy. The
father, after Stephen knocked him climate is temperate and even all
down, bad carried him to the old the year round, the vegetation is
cellar and cut his throat with a jack luxuriant, the women beautiful and
knife. He further stated that the the nights, full of perfume and
next year they made away with mystical light, stir tbe most prac
most of the bones of their victim. tical mind to love of meditation and
Stephen, after a time, admitted the dreaming. The influence of this
truth of Jesse’s confession, and dreamy, lazy life is very insidious.
actually signed a written confession. I t is not necessary to work, as tbe
On this they were convicted, and island furnishes food without the
sentenced to be hanged on the 28th labor of tillage. I know a number
of January, 1820. They applied of Americans and French who had
for commutation of tbe sentence, gone there for a visit and have be
and, as some believed their inno come so enraptured with the lan
cence, advertisements were inserted guorous existence that, like the
in various papers for Colvin. Not visitors to lotus land, they lie down
long afterward a letter appeared in and forget friends, home, ambition
the New York Evening Post, signed and everything. I remember how I
by a Mr. Chadwick, and dated used to feel tbe influence steal upon
Shrewsbury, N. J., Decembers 6, me. Many a time I wished earn
1819, stating that a slightly de estly to cast my lot with those lan
ranged man named Russell Colvin guorous people. I can look back
had been there five years before. now and see myself as I lay one
This was generally looked upon as night against a cocoanut tree in a
a hoax, but James Whelpley, of sort of an ecstacy of meditation.
New York, who knew Colvin, re Overhead was a sky, bright with a
solved to follow np tbe clue, and million stars. Sounds came to me
actually found Colvin at tbe bouse in a strange fashion, blending into
of William Polhemus, at Dover, N. a murmur. A short distance away
J., where be had been since April, a group of natives, girls and men,
were shounting the rhythmic chant
10,1813.
of
the upa-upa dance. I thought of
Mr. Whelpley took him to New
myself
on this little isle, with ocean
York, the Common Council gave
on
every
side and New Orleans so
him means to proceed to Vermont,
many
miles
distant. Nothing seemed
and he arrived at Manchester on the
real
to
me
but
that spot in the sea,
22d day of December.
with
its
bright
sky overhead. I
The whole place was in a state of
could
hear
indistinctly
tbe chant of
wild excitement. People gathered
in from all tbe surrounding country the singers and the sobbing of the
to see the dead alive. A cannon waves; a mysterious charm pos
was brought out, and Colvin was sessed me.”—New Orleans Timessaluted with a discharge of cannon Democrat.
and small arms. Stephen Boorn
DON’T S TO P A R E N T S.
firing the first piece. There was
much discussion as to the motive
Don’t deny your boy the health
for the confession, some attributing
ful,
restraining influence of plenty
it to the effect of imprisonment, a
of
outdoor
sports and athletics.
general sort of panic, terror, and
other to the injudicious advice and There is a whole sermon in the
exhortations of a clergyman__Won phrase “ muscular Christianity.”
Don’t make his room a sort of
derful Events and Startling Incidents.
junk shop for all the odds and ends
S T O P H E A R IN G F E A T H E R S .
of furniture too shabby or oldfashioned to be used anywhere else
THE ONLY WAY TO STOP THE SLAUGH- in the house.
Don’t be above apologizing to
» TER OF BIRDS.
your boy if occasion arises. He will
honor you for it.
It has been said, but with bow
Don’t have a thing in the house
much truth we have no means of
too
good for him to enjoy and share
knowing, that the agitation by news
with
you, and don’t make him use
papers, the endeavors of Audubon
the
back
stairs in order to save the
societies, and tbe appeals of humani
front
hall
carpet.
tarians, have had no appreciable
Don’t
shut
him ent’rely out of
effect as yet in diminishing the
the
confidential
talks concerning
slaughter of birds for tbe sake of
home,
business
and
neighborhood
their feathers. If it is true that
this wholesale destruction of our affairs, but teach him to respect the
harmless and beanti fai little friends confidence.

-s Providence Independent.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.

COLLEGEVILLE, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

E. S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor.
Thursday, April 14, 1898
PRESIDENT McKINLEY’S m e s 
s a g e TO CONGRESS.
President MeKinlej' transmitted
a memorable message to Congress
Monday morning, in which he
calmly, and in a most statesmanlike
manner, reviewed the most distress
ing situation in Cuba, and the inter
national complications existing be
tween the United States'and Spain
that have arisen within the past
three months. The President covers
the whole ground most admirably,
and in the course of summing up
his observations, wisely says: “ In
the name of civilization and human
ity ; in behalf of endangered Amer
ican interests which give us the
right and duty to speak and act,
the war in Cuba must stop.” The
President also very correctly states :
“Nor do I think it would be wise or
prudent to recognize at the present
time the independence of the socalled Cuban Republic. Such
recognition is not necessary to
pacify the island.”
The point of the message asks
Congress for power to intervene,
with force of arms if necessary,
to stop hostilites on the island of
Cuba—stop the inhuman barbarities
and cruelties being inflicted by
Spaniards.
President McKinley has done his
whole duty manfully indeed. Now
let Congress act in the same coolheaded manner ; and if war is not
averted it will be the fault of Spain.
If Spain will not accede to a re
quest that is humane, reasonable
and just, then will come the time to
compel the Spanish government to
do what is rig h t!
It is expected that Congress will
take definite action upon the mes
sage this week and advise the Presi
dent to use, if necessary, the mili
tary and naval forces of the United
States to secure a full and Qna\
termination of hostilites.

ticular ! Moreover, General Stewart
is a native of Montgomerj' county ;
and the Republicans of Montgom
ery county to-day would be ex
hibiting some good sense and sound
reason if they would be heartily
espousing the candidacy of General
Stewart instead of wrangling among
themselves in carrying out the
wishes of the Quay and Wanamaker
bosses !
With General Stewart in the Gov
ernor’s chair and capable and honest
men in the Senate and House at
Harrisburg wc believe the govern
mental affairs of Pennsylvania could
be and would be elliciently and
wisely administered.
Aside from the present StoneWanamaker-Clark-et. al. hullabaloo,
the people of Pennsylvania should
remember that unless they, the
people, nominate men to represent
them as their servants at Harrisburg
they, the people, will continue to be
humbugged and cheated, no matter
whether Quay is re-elected to the
United States Senate, or whether
Wanamaker is chosen to succeed
Quay ; or whether Stone is elected
Governor.

taken a desk at the War Department
and is acting in an advisory capacity
to Secretary Alger. Although re
tired, Gen. Schofield is still under
the President’s orders, as are all re
tired army and navy officers, and as
be is Lieutenant General he would
rank Major General Nelson A. Miles,
the present commander- in - chief,
should be be ordered to resume
active duty. It is known that Presi
dent McKinley' has a high opinion
of the military ability of General
Schofield, and there has been much
discussion of the probability of his
placing him in command of the army
in case of war with Spain.
The currency bill prepared by a
subcommittee of the House com
mittee on Banking and Currency
was this week introduced in the
House, although it has not yet been
formally agreed to by the entire
committee. It has not received
very much attention, because the
only financial question that is just
now being discussed is that of
raising the money to fight the war
with Spain. The currency bill was
prepared by Representatives MeCleary, of Minn. ; Prince, of 111.,
and Mitchell, of N. Y. It creates
a division of issue and redemption
in the Treasury, and sets aside all
money in excess of $50,000,000 as a
reserve to be used so redeem out
standing money. It authorizes the
redemption of legal tender notes
and standard silver dollars in gold,
but not silver certificates. It pro
vides for the conversion of existing
legal tender notes into reserve notes,
which shall be redeemed by national
banks. It allows national banks to
issue currency notes upon their
commercial assets to the amount of
reserve notes taken by them, pro
vided the total issue shall not ex
ceed 35 per cent, of their unim
paired capital. National banks
which wish to continue the issue of
circulating notes secured by bonds
are allowed to Increase the amount
to the face value of their bonds.
New national banks are required to
invest 25 per.cent, of their capital
in reserve notes issued in exchange
for legal tender notes, and all na
tional banks are taxed one-tenth of
1 per cent, semi-annually upon their
capital, surplus and individed profits.

A GOOD PATRIOT.

Her Ashes a Flower Bed.

BUT WHEN IT TOUCHED HER INTERESTS
PATRIOTISM TOOK A TURN.

From the Cleveland Leader.

“Of course we want war,” ex
claimed Mrs. Danbury. “The idea
of letting such an outrage go un
punished 1 I don’t care whether the
Spaniards did it or not. They de
serve to be whipped any way. If
they hadn’t oppressed those poor
Cubans, our boat wouldn’t have been
ordered to go down there, and the
terrible thing would probably not
have happened.
“People who want to wait until
the facts can be learned are cowards.
They have no right to live in a free
country. They should go back to
Europe where they or their ancestors
came from, and be serfs. If liberty
isn’t worth fighting for it isn’t worth
having.
“I just wish I were a man I I can
tell you I would show some of these
cowards how to act at such a time
as this 1”
“Bravo 1 Bravo I” exclaimed her
husband, “Spoken like a regular
little patriot 1 Your sentiments are
mine, exactly. I ’m glad you take
such a noble view of it, for now I
shall not have to hesitate, any longer.
There is something I have wanted
to tell you for two days, but I have
hesitated for fear it might distress
you. I am going to join a military
company so as to be ready to go to
the front at the first call to serve
my country. I am so glad you----- ”
“John 1” exclaimed Mrs. Danbury,
“are you crazy ? Do you mean to
say that you would go away to war
and leave me here alone ? You will
join no military company 1 You will
stay right here, no matter what hap
pens I This country has never done
anything for you ! Let others do its
fighting if it gets into trouble.
Here, take a cup of tea. I t ’ll be
good for you bead 1”

U pon reading Editor Roberts’
quite recent observations in his
Phoenixville Messenger, with particu
lar reference to the editor of the
I n d e p e n d e n t , we are driven to the
conclusion that, whilst he may be
extensively informed as to mone
tary questions, his ability to tell a
joke well is more accurate and more
to be depended upon than some of
bis conclusions in the realm of
financial disputation. We have much
regard and friendly feeling for Bro.
Robarts as an editorial hitter-fromthe-shoulder, and we must perforce
ONE OF TWO WATS.
add to this our store of kindly
The bladder was created for one purpose,
sentiment a keen appreciation of
namely, a receptacle for the urine, and as
his recent hits as a story teller.
such It is not liable to any form of disease
If the editor of the I n d e p e n d e n t
except by one of two ways. Thé first way is
is ever able to discern, comprehend
from Imperfect action of the kidneys. The
A NURSE’S ROMANCE.
second way is from careless local treatment
if you please, just where Editor
of other diseases.
Robarts is at in his views upon the
CHIEF CAUSE.
money question, we may try to SHE WAS BETROTHED BY HER HUS Unhealthy urine from unhealthy kidneys
BAND’S DYING MOTHER AND
measure his bearings. Up to this
is the chief cause of bladder troubles. So
GIVEN A FORTUNE.
time all our efforts have been in
the womb, like the bladder, was created for
From the New York Journal.
one purpose, and if not doctored too much
vain.
The marriage of Miss Udall and is not liable to weakness or disease, except
Now, let’s have another story,
Mr. Sidney Riddlestoefer, at Morris in rare cases. It is situated back of and very
Brother Robarts.
close to the bladder, therefore any pain, dis
town, N. J., Monday, is the culmina ease or inconvenience manifested in the kid
tion of a romance in which tragedy neys, back, bladder or urinary passage is
WASH1NGTON I. KITE It.
and comedy are strangely mingled. often, by mistake, attributed to female
From our Regular Correspondent.
Mr. Riddlestoefer’s mother was weakness or womb trouble of some sort.
W a s h i n g t o n , D. C., April 8,1898. an invalid, and about a year ago The error is easily made and may be as easily
To find out correctly, set your
—Washington has been more like a went to Morristown to live, hoping avoided.
aside for twenty-four hours ; a sedi
the change would prove beneficial. urine
mammoth lunatic asylum this week Her son was in business in this ment or settling indicates kidney or bladder
trouble. The mild and extraordinary effect
than anything else. The wildest city, but spent much time with his of Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp Root, the great kid
and bladder remedy, is soon realized.
sort of statements have been made mother. So delicate was Mrs. Rid ney
If you need a medicine you should have the
dlestoefer
that
she
required
con
best. At druggists fifty cents and one dol
and have for a time found believers.
care and she engaged Mrs. lar. You may bave sample bottle and pamph
In fact, everybody, including the stant
George Udall, a trained nurse, to let, both sent free by mail, upon receipt of
President,, the Cabinet, and both attend to her. Mrs. Udall won her three two-cent stamps to cover eost of post
age on the bottle. Mention the P rovidence
branches of Congress, is in a state confidence and affection, and when I n d e pe n d en t and send your address to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Bingbampton, N. Y. The
of nervous tension which cannot one day the nurse was herself ill proprietor
of this paper guarantees the
S o m e time ago the I n d e p e n d e n t possibly last much longer.
Just and unable to attend to Mrs. Rid genuineness of this offer.
dlestoefer, she sent as a substitute
suggested, gratuitously of course, when everybody was expecting the her youDger daughter Lillie. That
-A.T THE
that the Republicans of Pennsyl President’s message recommending was less than three months ago. If
forcible
intervention
in
Cuba
to
go
the
invalid
was
fond
of
the
mother,
vania nominate Adjutant General
grew more fond of the daughter,
Thomas J. Stewart, of Norristown, to Congress, and the action there she
for after Miss Udall hnd attended
upon
by
Congress
to
practically
as their Gubernatorial standardher for awhile she requested that
bearer. The suggestion was re open the war with Spain, the an young woman to remain perman
ceived with much favor by the nouncement came like a thunder ently. Young Riddlestoefer, who
S A T U R D A Y , A P R I L 9,
press of the county and of other clap that the message would not be had gone to Morristown to visit his
mother, did not know that she bad
sections of the State. But some of sent in until next week, because changed her attendant. He was
the Republican leaders of this General Fitz Lee had telegraphed dining alone when he heard a scream
county were disposed not to take the President that he could not get from the library. Rushing hastily
much stock in a Montgomery all the Americans out of Cuba be to the rescue, the young man was
To Every Purchaser or Shoes a
county candidate for Governor. fore then and that he did not con astounded to see perched upon a
Beautiful Blooming Flower
chair,
with
her
skirts
drawn
about
They admitted that General Stew sider that the life of any American her a charming young woman, who
P lant will be Given.
art was most admirably fitted to fill who remained in Havana until after was staring fearfully around and
A Large Variety of this SpriDg Styles of
the position of Governor, but—they the message was made public would crying “Mouse 1 Mouse I Oh, oh 1” Shoes to Select from.
seemed to be under orders, received be worth a row of pins. This ex After assuring her that the mouse
J. W . PETER M AN ,
or self-imposed, to further Mr. cuse for delay was such a valid one had gone, the rescuer assisted the
ROYERSFORD, PA.
young woman to the floor and there Buekwalter Bloek.
Stone’s candidacy. A number of that no objection could be raised to were mutual explanations and identiit,
but
Congress
is
very
impatient,
worshipers of Mr. Wanamaker were
cations. From that time young Mr.
quick to jump at the conclusion, or and has been made more so by the Riddlestoefer began to pay court to
rather assumption, that if Mr. old game of stereotyped telegraph her. The - invalid was witness to
growing interest of the young
Stewart would become a candidate message sent from their constituents the
people as the two watched by her
at
the
request
of
parties
in
Wash
for Governor he would ultimately
bedside for long, weary weeks. The
expect his supporters—in the event ington who have undertaken to mother sank. At last-hope died,
of his nomination being out of the change the overwhelming sentiment and she knew she was going. She
-AT THE—
question—to support Mr. Stone. of Congress by manufacturing a called the couple to her side, took
their hands in hers and sealed their
Thus between apathy on one side demand for peace.
But the pendulum has taken a betrothal.
and unwarranted distrust on the
After that the mother made her
other, Mr. Stewart’s name was short swing to the other side, and will. To this daughter who was not « f ô H B S ËCS
dropped flat right in his native circumstances have made peace talk yet a daughter all the family jewelry,
more prevalent, where the made-to- valued at $20,000, was given. To
county.
order
telegrams failed. But if peace the son who had said he loved the
And now the leaders of the Quay.
went all the family realty, I am ready to supply my patrons with
is
maintained
it will not be by the girl,
Stone and Wanamaker-Clark fac
amounting to $200,000. Her worldly seasonable
at prices as low as the low
tions are making faces at each action of Cougress, but by the duty done, the mother passed away. est. A fullgoods
line of Prints, Plaids, Outing
clean
backdown
of
Spain.
Quite
a
The
betrothal
over
the
death
bed
other. They are spoiling for a
Flannels, Muslins, Ginghams, &c.
fight and are going to have it. The respectable number of the best in had Monday’s wedding as a result,
and the-pair left at once for an ex
for men’s and boys’ suits, 10c.
one faction proposes to whip Wana formed men in Washington, includ tended tour of the South. On their to Cottonades
25c. per yard.
ing
the
President,
are
expecting
maker and the Democrats and elect
return they will live at Montclair.
Jtte^Stone, while the other faction that Spain will agree to every de
has undertaken to purify the Re mand the U. S. has made, including
THE OUTPUT OF COAU.
publican party with various disin the relinquishing of its control of
Our stock of WALL PAPER was never so
fectants, to redeem, regenerate and Cuba. But the overwhelming ma THE PRODUCT OP THIS STATE MORE large and varied, prices never so low.
reglorify the governmental affairs jority still believe that we will have
THAN HALF THE TOTAL AMOUNT
Our Men’s Furnishing Department Is be
of the State, and to—elect Mr. war with Spain, and the administra
ing kept up to date. See our Leader Shirts
OP THE COUNTRY.
at 50c., a bargain.
Wanamaker Governor, or United tion has not slackened any of its
From a preliminary statement
preparations
for
war.
On
the
con
States-Senator, of course.
compiled by E. W. Parker, statisti “ Mayo” Bicycles, High Grade, guaran
Now, the contest being waged trary, it is hard at work getting cian of the United State Geological teed, $45. Agency for all price wheels.
A full line of Poultry Netting and Fence
with so much earnestness and bit everything in readiness to follow up Survey, it is shown that the total
terness is not our fight. We have the action of Congress on the Presi output of coal in the United States Wire, at cut prices.
A variety of
made it a rule long ago to fight for dent’s message with a strong naval in 1897 amounted approximately to
198,250,000 short tons, with an ag
the real interests of the people, even and military demonstration against gregate value, of $198,100,000, a
though the people now and then the Spaniards in Cuba. The founda fraction less than $1 per ton. Com Children’s & Ladies’ Shoes
damn the editor for his efforts in tion for these peace expectations is pared with 1896 this shows an in a little shelf worn, will be sold at less than
their behalf. Viewing the conflict the influence of the European crease in tonnage of 6,270,000 tons, half cost.
about 3.3 per cent. The increase
from the standpoint of an outsider powers upon Spain. They first tried or
in the value of the product was Q gir Our Grocery Line is Full
to
exercise
their
influence
upon
we observe evidences that the peo
only $1,700,000, a little less than .9
AND COMPLETE,
ple, some of them at least, are be this government, but were speedily of one per cent. The increase in
ing humbugged by political hum told that it was useless ; that the production and the decline in value At prices to meet competition.
bugs. Men who flop from one fac government had fully determined was confined to the output of Goods delivered free.
bituminous coal. The anthracite
tion of a party to another faction, upon bringing Spanish misrule in production
in Pennsylvania de
E. G, BR OW N BACK,
ostensibly in behalf of the dear Cuba, which has been a source of creased nearly two and a quarter
TRAPPE, PA.
people, but who are in reality actu annoyance and disgust to our people million tons, from 54,346,081 short 5-6.
ated by a deeply-rooted purpose to for years, to an end. Then they tons of 2,000 pounds to 52,122,408
serve themselves in due time, are started in upon Spain and are now short tons in 1897, while the average J ^ E A D A N I M A L S
trying to persuade her that it will
received at the mines per short
political humbugs, and we know it. be much wiser, not to mention the price
ton was $1.65 per short ton ($1.85
This observation is intended to difference in cost, to get out of Cuba per long ton) in both years. Con
Without war with the U. S. than to sidering the industry by States,
apply to practical politicians.
In so far as we favor the election have to get out and to get thrashed Pennsylvania holds her usual posi Removed Free of Charge.
besides. That is good logic, and if tion. The combined product of
of any Republican for governor we the
European powers will undertake anthracite an bituminous coal from
Send word either by ’phone or mail. Key
are for Genera! Stewart for the to protect the government of Spain the Keystone State amounted to stone ’Phone No. 624 at my residence, or
Bell
sufficient reason that wherever he against its own people, it may be 106,000,000 short tons, nearly 54 Hotel.’Phone at Shepard’s Perklomen Bridge
has been tried as a servant of the acted upon. But if it isn’t acted per cent, of the total output. Penn All aDimals killed in most humane man
people,—not of this, that, or the upon before that message goes to sylvania’s percentage of the total ner possible.
Congress, it will be too late.
bituminous output was 37, her out Address postal cards or letters to
other political boss,—he has not
General Schofield, late command put of soft coal being 54,000,000
G. W . S C H W E IK E R ,
been found wanting in any par- er-in-chief of the U. S. army, has tons.
8-81.
SKIPPACK, PA.

l o w Is I t Possible ?

Spread o f the English Uanguage.

Mr. Gladstone lately expressed
himself as believing that English is
to be the language of the future.
Mr. Gladstone’s reasons are based
on what has happened within his
own lifetime. When Mr. Gladstone
was born English was spoken by
30,000,000 of people. It is now
spoken by 120,000,000. The num
ber of people in the earth who
speak English is doubled every
forty years. This forms the basis
of a very simple calculation as to
when the entire population of the
earth shall speak English. The two
great English-speaking countries
are Great Britain and tbe United
States. Wherever Great Britain
goes she carries the English lan
guage, and whoever comes to the
United States learns it.— Chicago
Chronicle.

Elgin and
W altham
W atches
Open Face Waltham or Elgin
Stem Winding Watches,
Gents’ Size, in Nickel Cases,
$6.00, a drop of $1.50 since
March 1.

J. D.

SA L L A D E ,

JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,

16 E a s t M ain St.,
NORRISTOWN, PA.

B Æ E G r A JC ST S
— IN —

G O O D S

Tl ovest :

FREED’S Him-MADE SHOES.

You had better call soon and take your
choice while you can.

Lot No. 1—10 Cents.
The price covers materials only ; the worfc
on it is a free gift at the price. Plain but
good garments of
LADIES’ SKIRTS
CHILD’S UNDERWAISTS
CORSET COVERS
INFANT SLIPS
CHILD’S DRAWERS

At this price we can only afford one gown
to each buyer. Of the others take as many
as you wish.
LADIES' NIGHT GOWNS, LADIES' AND
MISSES' DRESS SLIPS, CORSET COVERS,
CHEMISES, DRAWERS.

Lot No. 4 —-50 Cents

---------------- o ----------------

Nothing but the Very Best is Good Enough for
Your Boy to Wear on Confirmation Day.

H ERM A N WETZEL,
M ER CH A N T T A IL O R and CLO TH IER ,

66 and 68 Main St., Norristown, Opp. Post Office.

SET UR-T0-DÂTE HATS

As they are Made in Our Own Factory.

Lot No. 5—7 5 Cents
Here are goods worth $1.00 and $1.25 and
as to trimming are most tastefully adorned.
CORSET COVERS, MISSES’ DRAWERS,
DRAWERS,
CHILD’S DRESSES,
NIGHT DRESSES.

Soft Hats, all styles and prices. From the cheapest to a nice Dress
Hat at $1.50 or $2.00.

TRACEY THE H ATTER,38 Main

BEECHERS
Cater to tbe Retail Trade and do it right because we’ve had the
Experience.

OTTIR,

L O W PRICED
HIGH Q U A L IT Y

P R IC E S

Beat the'World I—Our Qualities are All Right, and that makes
Selling Easy.

Muslin Underwear
Sale.
- ooo----

Are you one of the many who have their wants supplied with

I . H . B r e n d lin g e r ,

= SE A SO N A B L E GOODS ? =

NORRISTOWN, PA.

If not, come and be convinced that BEECHERS give you
Bigger Bargains than )rou get elsewhere.

Leading dealer in Dry Goods, Carpets, Trim
mings, Ladies’ Coats, Shirt Waists,
80 and $2 Rain Street.
313 and 315 DeKalb Street.

H i. B E E C H

E R

12no.

IT

■A
KKA’AKAMAKAWAA

C O S T S

NOTHING!

■ TO HAVE YOUR E Y ES E X A M IN E D

B y W . H . B O D B S T A & CO., O ptical S p e c ia lists,

113 N o p t h NINTH ST. ABOVE A r c h , P h j l a ., P a .

They are all here, the largest and
best assortment in the city, everything
that you need. Bulsts seeds grow be
cause reliable and come from pure
stock. The extra early morning star
pea, 42 days after planting you have
them on your table. For the trucker
there is none its equal. Beans, corn,
little onions, all kinds of field seeds,
clover, timothy, field peas. For the
lawn. What a time to get lawn grass
that grows. Think you can get it
here. We have the Kentucky (blue
grass, the Fairmnunt lawn mixture
and Imported White Dutch clover.
Flower seeds for the ladies. My seed
department Is unusually complete this
spring with the very best goods that
can be found and at prices low to cor
respond with good goods.

Some unusually good patterns have
come in this week, and so soon as on
the racks prices will be made to close
them out quick. This paper was pur
chased at sheriff’s sale and will be
sold for 3, 4,5 and 6c. per piece and
are worth from 4 to 5c. each. Watch
out for this department, its coming to
the front fast at the big store.

I • They have had over fifteen years experience in all the various
I lines of Optical work, and assure complete satisfaction to every
I patron. Many ills, inconveniences and discomforts are caused
by M ye~Straint which may be readily relieved if you consult
their S p e c ia lis t and have your Byes Examined by him FRJSM. He will correctly advise you
without cost, whether or not glasses will give you relief. Should you need glasses the prices
quoted are not equalled for i Solid Gold Spectacles $2.00;. elsew ere $ 5 .0 0
the same grade of goods:!
Steel Spectacles 5 0 c -; elsew here $1.00

COLLEGEVILLE MARBLE WORKS
H. L. SAYLOR, PROPRIETOR.
-H):-

CEM ETERY W O R K IN
=
M A R B L E OR G R A N IT E
IN PLAIN AND ARTISTIC DESIGNS. X ^ F u I l stock of GRAYSTONE FLAGGING. All work guaranteed. The Lowest Prices.

Enterprise ■ Marble ■ W orks.
H . E . B R A N D T , P rop rietor,
(Successor to D. T. Buekwalter.)

Monuments, Tombstones,0F ITABLENoii\RANrrEAN MAK'
In tbe Finest and Latest Designs, at Low Figures.
Every description of CEMETERY WORK, COPING, GALVANIZED RAILING, &c.,
promptly executed.
All stock on hand, Including Fine Monuments and Tombstones, will be sold at
a sacrifice to make room for new work.

H. E. BRANDT, -

RATTS poultry SPRING FOOTWEAR
IS HERE i

All Styles and Shapes !

H O R A C E RIMBY,
Seedsman, Florist & Vegetable Plant Grower,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
•TRADE MARK R E G ISTER E D '

25 and 50 Cent Packages.
Horse and Cattle Food,
6c. a lb. in 42 1-2 Pound Bags.

Worn. Vicl Kid, lace vesting top,
$2.00
“
“ “ button, kid tip,
2.00
“
“ «
“ pat. “
2.00
The above are solid comfort shoes, because
they have very flexible soles.
Worn. dong. Kid vesting top, lace,
$1.50
“
“
“ button, tip
1.50
“
“
“
“
and lace, tip 1.25
Worn. Paris kid, button, hand-sewed, $3.00
Worn, vie! kid, button, plain toes,
hand turn soles,
$2.25
Very respectfully,

| Tf
buying a brand of Paint that I The'very best Washing Machines for $2.50
1if. .
has not established for itself 1
and $3.00. Guaranteed to give entire
I R
lS
K
y a good name.* Cheap pig-1
satisfaction.
1 R iicirif» « « ments, where white lead is i
I D u e i u w s replaced by whiting, have |
^
| shaken public faith in ready-mixed paints. 1
I This is the stamp under which you can 1 lu oak or w alnut; three drawers, only $19.50.
I buy and be “ sure it’s pure.: ”
Very large stock of Oil Cloths, 2 yds. wide,
60, 60 and 75 cents a yard. Remnants of 6 East Main St.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Oil Cloth and Linolium, yd. wide, 20, 25
and 85c. a yd.
o r s a l e or f o r r e n t .
Remnants of extra heavy Canton Flannel,
On Main Street, Collegevllle, several
8c. a yd., worth 12c. Extra quality Quilt
ing Cotton, 10 and 12%c. lb. Remnants elegant new 7 and 9 room 2-story
brick
and stone houses with porches' m i
of Calico, 8, 4, and 5c. a yd.
front and back. Deep lots, cement, m i
Very nice brooms, 2 for 25c. Two Hoop ed eellars, ranges, hot and cold,
Buckets, 2 for 25c.
water In bath room. Heated by steam
Hardwood finish, good drain
Full line of Freed’s Shoes and Boots for $1, throughout.
age
; best location in town, ciose to steam
$1.25 and $1.50.
and trolley cars. Inquire of
E. S. MOSER, Collegevllle, Pa.
Sellersville Hand Knit Jackets, $2.50 & $3.00,
Or F. J. CLAMER, Owner,
others for $1.25.
4no.
46 Richmond St., Phila., Pa,
All kinds of Horse Blankets, 75c to $3.00.
Tbe Very Finest Groceries.—Syrups
20, 20, 30 and 40c. a gallon. Best Rice, 4
lbs. for 25c. Granulated Sugar, 5}£c. N.
Do you expect to do any papering ?
O. Gran. Sugar, 5c. Two nice Fat Mack
We will send you free a large selection
I H A P P T Q n N Q ’ Ready -Mixed P a in ts are E
erel for 25c. Ginger Snaps, 5c. Cornmeal,
E
backed by over a century E
of
samples from 3c. per roll up, all new
Buckwheat Flour.
E of paint making. The Harrisons in a hundred =
colorings and novelties up to date. We
= years never learned to adulterate, but always i
E made painters’ paint. Harrison Bros. & Co., E Fresh Cement always on hand. The best p a t f r e ig h t . We want an agent in every
town to sell On commission from large sam
5 Philadelphia, Chicago and New York.
Tar Rope, 50c. lb. Car-load Salt just In.
E Look for the big red “ H” in the dealer’s window. E
ple books. No capital required. For sam
ples or particulars, address
W. P. F E N T O N ,
S. WOLF,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 3-17.
747-753 Ninth Ave., N. Y. City.

Also Dourest Sewim ” " ,

H . L. N Y C E ,

F

W

We H.GrisM’sSons, Collepyille, Pa.

S03ST,

POTTSTOWN.

Î»

E L S T O N ’S!

W. P. Fenton
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&

333 to 337 HIGH STREET,

H . E. E L ST O N ’S,

country, fine stand for milk depot or other
business.
RICHARDSON & THOMAS,
2-3-7t.
Norristown, Pa.

Pottstown.

Lot No. 6--$1.00
The usual price would be twice this, for
quality, style and trimmings are very fine.
FLOUNCED 8KIRTS, RIBBONED
CHEMISES,
RUFFLED GOWNS, YOKED SLIPS.
Sizes and varied styles are all complete
and the best value in selection will come to
the early buyers.
You are specially invited to this

Beady Now.
Doz. 100
EARLY CABBAGE, trans
planted, 3 kinds,
.10
.65
LETTUCE, head, fine,
.06
.40
Ready about April 5.
RED BEET, Eclipse, very early .06
.40
Ready abont April 25.
CAULIFLOWER, Snowball,
transplanted,
.20 1.50 Hardware, Carpets, Oil Cloths,
EGG PLANTS, transplanted,
.30 2.00
Toys, Etc.,
PEPPER, Red and Yellow,
transpl’d, large, mild,
.18 1.00
TOMATO, transpl’ed, 3 kinds, .15 1.00 58 E. Main St., Norristown, Pa.
“
“
5 “
.13
.75
Ready abont Hay 5.
100 1000
SWEET POTATO, Red,
.30 2.50
“
“
Yellow,
.25 2.00
Special prices quoted on large lots.
Celery and Late Cabbage plants quoted
— Has the Agency for—
later. Send for Price List, free to all.
A full stock of Garden Seeds, fresh, oh
hand.
We are growing a nice lot of plants suit
able for Easter, at very low prices. Come
and see them.
Now is tbe tim e to plant ont
Pansies. We have a fine show of them,
in full bloom, at 5c. each ; 50c. per doz.
All orders by mail and those left with the
Collegevllle Bakery and Boyertown Mail
^Carrier will receive prompt attention, and
be delivered on their routes free of charge.

IUU SELL
At a sacrifice, good corner property,
W
Norristown, on account of removal to the

SUITS I T

The added value is in the elaboration of
Direct from the Manufacturer and Wholesaler.
trimming and how great the value is best
shown by seeing the work, material and STIFF HATS,
$1,00.
GOOD STIFF HAT, ALL COLORS, $1.50.
trimmings.
Fine Stiff Hats, $3.00 and $3.50, Can’t be beat ftor the money,
LADIES' SKIRTS
CHILD’S DRESSES
NIGHT DRESSES
CORSET COVERS
CHEMISES.

Wall Paper Department!
Price List of Vegetable Plants, Etc.

PA.

mCONFIRMATION

Lot No. 3—25 Cents

•AT-

Phoenixville, Pa.

C O L L E G E V IL L E ,

hardly covers the added cost of the material
in the trimmings.

Twenty Per Cent.

3-17.

Culbert’s : Drug : Store,

I have an elegant assortment for just such purpose. The fabrics
are of the very best English and American Mills. The tailoring of every
LADIES’ DRAWERS CHILD’S DRESS
CHEMISES
MISSES’ DRAWERS detail will bear the most critical inspection. Our Suits are ALL RIGHT,
CORSET COVERS
and our Prices are LOWER THAN ELSEWHERE.
A little more trimming, but the price

GARDEN SEEDS

Discount on Horse Blankets and Lap Robes,
we told you a week or two ago that we
would have plenty of weather cold enough
to use them, now is the chance to get that
$5.00 Blanket for $4, etc., etc.
New Harness and Wagons coming in every
day, Irish Horse Collars, are the best for
work, $3.50, usual price $4.50. We will sell
you any part of a harness from a hame strap
to a full set. We have a few sets of the best
harness that we have ever been able to se
cure to sell at the price of $10.00 for a com
plete set. Think of it, not much more than
It takes to have the old one repaired.
Will give a list of prices on parts of har
ness in a few days.

SOLD AT

Lot No. 2—15 Cents

Don't wait much longer if you wish to take
advantage of our

I . B en jam in & Co.
O PEN IN G - D A Y ! S . 207
Bridge Street,

SEASONABLE

Brendling-er’s ^ SURE CORN CURE
I
10 CENTS PER BOTTLE.
L A D IE S ’

The following queer wish is ex
pressed in the will of Mary Ann
Thomas, who died recently at 2411
North College avenue, Philadelphia :
BARGAIN SALE
“I desire that my body be cremated
—OF—
in a plain and inexpensive manner,
and my ashes made to grow flowers
in some flower bed.” The estate,
which is valued at $3,600, is being
contested because the testatrix left
two wills, one of which devised
The most remarkable in the history of
small bequests to a number of rela cheap
selling. See the reduction prices.
tives and friends and the other de
vises her whole estate to her sister.
The first will, which contains the
peculiar clause, is dated June 5, The manufacturers tell us that orders have
1897, and the second one June 9, been slow. They are overstocked—invited
us to help them. This is the way we do it.
1897.

ALL PAPER.

ROYERSFORD, PA.

W E HAVE RECEIVED
A LARGE INVOICE OF

DRESS - GOODS
in which bright pleasing Ginghams
predominate. We expect a Ging
ham season as they are growing
scarce In the wholesale centres of
trade.
In addition thereto there is an un
usually large assortment of

Light Woolen Fabrics
We also offer a nice assortment of

Calicoes and Muslins
Each of these lines will be placed
at prices to make them rapid sellers.
You know what that means.

MORGAN WRIGHT:Keystone Dry Goods Store,
Main St.. Opposite Public Square,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
.
Estate of Frederick Philipps, late c
E
Lower Providence township, Montgomei
s t a t e n o t ic e

county, deceased. Letters testamentary o
the above estate having been granted to th
undersigned, all persons indebted to sai
estate are requested to make immediate paj
ment, and those having legal claims, to pri
sent the same without delay to
M. C. RAMBO,
2006 N. 21st St., Phila., Pi
Or bis attorneys, Hallman & Place,
3-17.
Norristown, Pi

sun rise and set, and summer will
How’s This?
come again, no matter who is
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
The new Presbyterian church at
elected.
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
by taking Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
Jeffersonville will be opened to the The Anti-Quay Republican League
IMPORTANT
RESOLUTIONS
ADOPTED.
of Montgomery county will hold a THE EXPLOSION OP A POWDER MILL
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
The members of the Perkiomen
public
next
Sunday
afternoon
at
3
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
TERMS : $1.36 PER YEAR IN ADVANCE.
Gun Club are practicing at target Cheney
o’clock. The sermon will be public meeting in the Opera House,
AND TWO MAGAZINES. HUNDREDS
for the last 15 years, and believe him
A
special
meeting
of
Town
Coun
firing, no doubt getting ready to go perfectly honorable in all business trans
preached by Rev. F. A. Horton, Norristown, to-morrow (Friday)
OP
PEOPLE
TERRIFED.
MUCH
cil
was
held
last
Friday
evening.
evening. Addresses will be made
actions and financially able to carry out any
to war to fight the Spaniards.
Thursday, April 14, 1898 D. D., of Philadelphia.
obligation made by their firm.
PROPERTY DAMAGED. NO
John T. Keyser, the new member
by John Wanamaker, Cbas. Heber
The New York Journal pays one West & Truax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo,
Clark, and Senator C. C. Kauffman.
LIVES LOST.
recently elected to fill the vacancy
O Walding, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale
NOTICE.—John H. Bartinan is
New School Building for
hundred
and fifty dollars per day
The League has named Geo. C.
Druggists, Toledo, O.
caused
by
.the
resignation
of
Abram
About
12.30
o’clock
yesterday
for a train between New York and
authorized to collect amounts
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
Lansdale.
Hollenbach as the Pottstown candi
Philadelphia. That would almost acting directly upon the blood and mucous
(Wednesday) morning, the large Tyson, took the oath of office. The
due the “ Independent” Tor sub
Architect Gonover has completed date for State delegate.
surfaces
of the system.
exhaust one ordinary silver mine.
powder mill and two large maga other members present were Messrs.
Sold by J. W. Culbert, Druggist, College
scription, advertising, etc., and plans for the Lansdale public school.
The Philadelphia Inquirer paid ville, Pa. 75 cents.
Vanderslice, Fetterolf, Roberts,
to receive the names o f new sub It will be 78 by 106 feet, and will Eurtber Extension o f Telephone zines filled with powder, the prop Paist and Prizer. A resolution was
eighteen hundred dollars per month
Service.
contain
eight
rooms.
The
cost
is
erty of George F. Miller of Suraney- adopted requiring property owners
scribers.
for train service between Philadel T3UBLIC SALE OF
not to exceed $14,000.
The Chester County Telegraph town, exploded with a force that on the west side of Main street,
phia and Harrisburg.
and Telephone Company have re shook every building within a radius from Eighth avenue to Third
HOME ANO ABROAD.
FRESH COWS !
Surprise Party.
An “Ike,” who resided on Basin
organized and asked for an increase
avenue, and on the*east side of Main
of
many
miles
and
terrified
hun
Will
be
sold at public sale, on MONDAY,
street,
removed
on
Monday
to
The young friends and school in eaptalization to $75,000, for the dreds of people. Here in College street from Third avenue to First
APRIL 18, 1898, at Smoyer’s Hotel,
Scape
Level,
a
suburb
of
Tunnel
purpose
of
connecting
West
Chester,
mates
of
Miss
Anna
Riegner,
Mrs. Isabella B. Shade, widow of
Trappe, one car load of fresh cows
—Now tlien,
fifteen miles away from the avenue, to immediately pave in
and springers. This is a lot of fine cows,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Oxford, Chester, Downingtown, and ville
front of their respective properties Uriah B. Shade, formerly of Lin- Hill.
scene
of
the
disaster,
nearly
every
direct from Union county, Pa., selected
—Altogether 1
Riegner, of this borough, tendered other places, with the Keystone slumberer was rudely awakened in accordance with an ordinance field, died Tuesday evening of last
especially for this market. Sale at 1 o’clock,
Morg.
Shaffer
was
in
town
the
Telephone
Company
of
this
county,
her a surprise party Tuesday even
previously passed by Council. An week in Norristown. Deceased was other day. Some one remarked sharp. Conditions by
and
shocked
by
the
disturbed
—Hurrah for Spring ! 1
HENRY WALTERS.
ing. The event throughout proved J. C. Landis, of this borough, equilibrium of houses and beds. In other resolution was adopted re stricken with paralysis about two that Commodore Shaffer would take
W. M. Pierson, auct.
to be a very enjoyable social affair. President.
weeks
ago.
Six
children
survive.
—And join in the hope that
quiring
property
owners
on
the
command
of
the
Pawling’s
dam
Sumneytown, Grieenlane, and for
miles around nearly all the glass in north side of Fifth avenue from The funeral was held Saturday. In flotilla, as the flat boat Pawling, has p U B L IC SALE OF
A Larger Oil Engine.
_There will be no more blizzards Lecture at the Baptist Church.
the
windows of all the houses was Main street to Chestnut street to terment was made in the cemetery been raised. The craft has been
Proprietor Shepard, of Perki broken,—and
This (Thursday) evening at 7.45
_Until November next !
one whole immediately curb and pave in front of St. Luke’s Reformed church, out of commission for a year and
omen Bridge Hotel, having experi pane of glass scarcely
FRESH COWS!
G.
W.
Rogers,
Esq.,
of
Norristown,
more and anchored in the canal foot
was
found
intact in of their respective properties. By Trappe.
>1« * ¥
will deliver at the Lower Providence enced considerable inconvenience the window frames of the church at the same resolution the property
of Basin street. Morg. says he
Will be sold at public sale, on THURS
on account of the incapacity of the
FROM OAKS.
won’t go to war ; too old, besides DAY, APRIL 21, 1898, at Eagleville hotel,
—Perhaps money talks, but it Baptist Church a lecture, illustrated oil engine used in driving the dyn Sumneytown. A brick house, occu owners on the south side of Fifth
fresh cows, with calves, from
Good Friday was a beautiful day he is too busy just now hunting up 2jL,Clarion
seems adverse to holding conversa by the stereopticon, entitled, amo of his electric light plant, de pied by a workman at the mill, avenue from Main street to
county, Pa., where the big
Chestnut
are
required
to
immedi
“Egypt,
its
Pyramids,
Monuments
—an ideal springtime day. Ser evidence to secure that fortune of milkers grow. They are good-sized and
collapsed, the family narrowly escap
tion with a great many people.—
cided
to
purchase
an
engine
of
in
and Tombs.” Admission 10 cents.
cows. If you see them you will
ing with their lives. AtSchwenks- ately curb the front of their re vices in commemoration of the day which he is a great grandson of. shapely
Chicago News.
want to bid. I will sell every cow, go high
creased power. The new engine is ville the explosions were keenly spective properties, in accordance were held both morning and even
or
low.
Sale
at 3 o’clock. Conditions by
being placed in position, and it will felt and caused much consternation. with an ordinance previously passed ing at St. Paul’s Memorial.
We had a short summer season in
_The addition to Charity Hos An Artesian Well Completed.
ALEX. STEWART.
March,
a
short
winter
season
in
doubtless
do
the
work
required
in
pital, Norristown, is nearly com
L. H. Ingram, auct. B. F. Whitby, clerk.
Samuel R. Mowrey, the artesian lighting the hotel buildings and The powder mill was, more recently, by Council. The paving and curb
It
was
Arbor
Day
also,
which
pleted.
operated to its fullest capacity in ing must be of Wyoming blue stone. suggests the Governor had a swal April, and with it all a lively season
well driller, of Spring City, has just surroundings with electricity.
war talk all around. The Span p U B L IC SALE OF
filling orders for the Government The resolutions thus passed by low too much or was so wrapped of
_Wm. Cox, of Norristown, was finished a well 250 feet deep for
iard
is a Spaniard, and you can’t
Town
Council
are
both
important
arrested for threatening to throw David Bentley & Co., of Philadel Making Money With a Needle. and a vast amount of explosive and timely. The necessity of hav up in the building of the new capi realize anything out of him but
material
was
in
the
mill
and
stored
phia, and has moved his machine to
building that he forgot it was treachery, cruelty, rapine. But is 20 W est Virginia Horses
his wife ioto a mill race.
Mrs. William Stamm, of Centre in the magazines near by. It ing a permanent and substantial tal
Norritonville, this county, where he
Good
Friday. The principal of our he not our neighbor, and must we
AND TWO MULES !
walk
at
least
on
one
side
of
Main
township, Bucks county, six years is presumed that the mill exploded
_The public school children of will drill a well for Jesse Beyer.
grammar
held appropriate not love our neighbor as ourself ? Will be sold at public sale, on MONDAY,
ago took to quilting and has since first and that the shock caused the street from First to Eighth avenues arbor day school
Harrisburg donated 380 dozen of
services the week before, If he hits you on the right check do APRIL 18, 1898, at Carver's hotel,
quilted 48 comforters, 424 petticoats, explosion of the magazines. The is a fact that should be easily ad but nevertheless
eggs as an Easter offering for the
Evening Party.
Gratersford, 20 extra fine
bad school on not stop to offer the left, but plug
mitted and cheerfully acted upon
205 bed quilts and 25 bed shams.
eight benevolent institutions of that
West Virginia horses, rang
Mr. and Mrs. James B. Rapp, re Besides these she has traced for men employed on the night shift left by all the property owners along Good Friday.
him
in
the
smeller,
and
do
it
hand
ing in age from 3 to 5years.
the
mill
about
ten
minutes
before
city.
siding near Perkiomen Bridge, en different persons 50 pillow shams,
This is a fine lot of work, business,
Easter came in nice and fair, al somely. We have never read where
the explosion. Had the disaster the line, for such action will be en
general purpose horses specially selected
_Street and Road Commissioner tertained quite a number of their 70 petticoats and 11 fancy bed occurred earlier every one of them tirely in the line of rational prog though there was the accompanying self-defence has been prohibited. and
for this market by Walter Sedwick, who is a
A. H. Tyson has temporarily re friends, Monday evening. A variety quilts. Mrs. Stamm always has a would have been blown to pieces.
ress. The resolution as to Fifth sign at sunrise that it might rain Our voice is not for war, not a bit well-known and fine judge of horse flesh.
of refreshments were served during number of orders on hand and
The horses are ready to go to work. I wili
of
it,
but
we
aré
willing
to
take
an
paired Third avenue.
avenue is a timely stroke of sound before the day was done, and it did
fat horses in exchange, but they must
the evening, and all present were manages to save a snug little sum
other clip or two if it is necessary. take
policy
on
the
part
of
Council.
Dur
rain—a
thunder
shower
for
a
change.
be shown before 10 a. m. on day of sale.
_The ice cream season has been delighted with the hospitable event.
SURPRISE PARTIES.
“Revenge
is
dictated
by
passion,
ing
the
winter,
just
past,
Fifth
The horses will arrive and can be seen and
Dust in the morning, mud in the
of money every year.
opened at Deisher’s bakery.
A large surprise party visited the avenue was a combination of nar evening. Nevertheless, it was a vengeance by justice,” and that handled three days prior to day of sale.
by
A Bright Easter.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Camp row drain channels, sink holes, and nice day ; the world- turning out in land “ where the soil the climate Sale at 1 o'clock, p.J.m.H. Conditions
—J. L. Bechtel is doing a lively
Good News.
FISHER, Agent.
brew
sweets
fit
for
the
gods,”
has
bell,
this
borough,
Saturday
even
mud ponds from seven to about a grand review ; Easter bonnets,
Easter Sunday - was a bright,
trade in the furniture business.
Residents of the middle and upper ing, to celebrate Mr. Campbell’s twelve
inches in depth. The side Easter hats. This review happens been turned into a pest house, and
warm, Spring day, and the pleasant portions
of
the
borough
will
be
_The students of Ursinus have weather added much to the enjoy
50th birthday anniversary. He was walk on the north side represented but once a year, and this Easter the humanity, common decency de
returned from their Easter vacation. ments, religious and social, of pleased to learn that General Man completely surprised when sur a combination of all the conditions weather was favorable, and it was mands a halt. It is patriotism
ager Douglass, of the Schuylkill rounded bj7 his friends from Mana- necessary to make it one of the
versus jingoism, but is it not better
LOT OF W AGONS!
no doubt a success.
—John Sundenmeier, an aged Eastertide. The services at the Valley Traction Company, has noti yunk,
to
levy
a
tax
to
manufacture
engines
Lower
Providence,
College
most
execrable
footways
in
exist
various
churches,
as
announced
in
BIG ASSORTMENT OF HARNESS !
citizen of Norristown, was brutally
fied Esquire J. M. Zimmerman,
Rev. J. T. Meyers preached an of war, for man’s destruction, to
and Upper Providence. Re ence anywhere. Both the street
assaulted by Harry McDermott and the last issue of the I n d e p e n d e n t Clerk of Council, that arrangements ville,
The
of this year are as finely de
Easter
sermon
at
Green
Tree.
avert a war and thereby gain eternal signedwagons
attracted large congregations of are being made to put in place the freshments in abundance were proper and the sidewalk were a con
and as well finished as any wagon
John Quinn, Saturday night.
served, and a good time socially tinued source of keen aggravation
Rev. Mr. Meyers’ father has been peace', than go to war, and then sold in this county. Every wagon will be
members and friends.
tracks required at the railroad cross was had.
No limit. What you bid is the price.
—Mrs. Catharine Johnson, of
sojourning in Philadelphia, but is leave the impression that in some sold.
to
all
who
were
compelled
to
travel
if you want them. On SATURDAY,
ing to enable the Company to run
future time we will give you another Come
Allentown, visited friends in this
expected
home
this
week.
over,
or
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section a few days ago.
Dr, J. W. Groff, of Harleysville, part of the borough, by the first of young friends met and proceeded to walk. The necessity of making
Dave Williams expects to move feeling
for revenge over the nation spindles, and a nice lot of them ; top buggies,
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard radical improvement to Fifth avenue this week.
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Suffrage.
leysville. The proposed line is to
milk wagons, other style wagons, old
at his home in Eagleville.
Harry Mattis, the seven-year-old played by the merry party, and in the principle that the only kind of
wagons, harness. Come and see this fine lot
The newsboy is most generally
be connected with and operated by son of Mrs. Mary Mattis, of Mingo,
A
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the
Montgomery
of
wagons. Will sell every wagon for what
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pack books printed away back in $1,000 subscribed and the line will to a carriage, Saturday evening.
papers at Oaks. That’s a short way ation was held on Saturday after than ever. Sale at 1.30 p. m. Harness will
Fairview, Collegeville, Eagleville, nent kind, Council has determined
1556 were sold. A wooden clock not cost over $1,500.
The sight of the accident was horri Shannonville, Oaks, Areola, Yerkes, to macadamize the avenue from of getting out of it when you are noon, at the house of Mrs. Joanna be sold first.
W. H. Rosenberry Carriage Co.
made in 1492 was also disposed of.
short.
fying and those who witnessed it and other places.
Hall, Norristown, the vice presi P. S.—Old wagons taken in exchange and
Main street to Chestnut street, and
Philadelphia Markets.
thought the little fellow was being
Mrs. David Harvey is a great dent, Mrs. Mary R. Livezey, pre sold after new wagons.
—The most extensive cemetery in
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that
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over 6,000,000 human beings have $4.10 to $4.50 ; rye flour, $2.90 ; with a slight scalp wound and a FROM PROVIDENCE SQUARE of the street should be curbed. A8 pretty ones in bloom at the present responded to the question, Are
CURE GAFES.
At the public sale of the personal to the pavement that will be placed time.
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rather
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the attendance was good, and fair owners directly interested and all ture in their blooming, as the flow country. The courts decide whether box. Sample box free. Send for circulars.
50c.; straw, 40@45c. ; beef cattle attended to the lad’s injuries.
prices were obtained.
JOHN G. ROSENBERRY, 'V. S.,
other citizens of the borough inter ers were nipped by the cold north the laws have been violated, ferret
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Officers Installed.
Skippack, Pa.
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the right, and vindicate the violated
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Real Estate and Mortgages.
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the Court House, in the borough of
Aid Society of Trinity Reformed
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comfortably filled and the meeting No danger of this goat getting the Civil Government in regard to the posite
Norristown, to receive said assessment.
—A movement is afoot to pro church, Collegeville, on Saturday the catalogue of Ursinus College
has been commented upon with tuberculosis, though there is danger formation of some of the colonial
t3 fT h e 40 days time for the payment of
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Mr.. Norton, a brother to Miss contest reported progress. Asso are hereby notified that a contribution was
to remember the event for a long One Cent Per Loaf to be Added. the work of higher education, is Limerick.
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time to come.
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has rented the Silver the 28th of the present month, and Risks, and the rates fixed on Preferred and
tion, which includes in its member a copy of which can be obtained by verts were made at the anti-Quay arguments were convincing ; and, Cresson’s,
Farm and John Walker will break several young ladies are preparing Hazardous Risks, for which each member of
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ship a majority of the bakers in addressing Dr. H. T. Spangler, meeting Friday evening.
Company is insured, and that J. Evans
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Cloverdeil Stock Farm Sale.
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meeting on Thursday evening at Riegner, are members of the Asso
double such rates.”
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The collection was one of the most
therefor.
The Conshohocken Woolen Com valuable ever witnessed in this were in line.
some heavy testimony against the expression of an old settler, the A mammoth pocket of natural gas ceipt
Episcopal service at St. James’,
Smr.
J. EVANS ISETT, Treasurer.
pany,
of
Conshohocken,
was
the
Evansburg, every Sunday at 10.30
A. F. Stoll is doing a lively trade autocrat who “ pulls the wires” in summer is over, it was a short one, has been struck here. I t is esti
country. Many horse fanciers were
a. in., Sunday Sciiool, 2 p. m. Also lowest responsible bidder on a gov present from abroad, and all the in the business of blacksmithing the Keystone State. A gentleman the peach crop has been picked, and mated that the well which was TTORACE g . f e t t e r o l f ,
a'service at Royersford at 3 p. m. ernment contract for 30,000 yards animals were disposed of—some at and wheelwrighting. He has just from Philadelphia was the last we won’t have no bother with them. reached will yield 50,000,000 cubic
of cloth for the Brooklyn navy yard fair prices, others at not more than turned out another new wagon that speaker of thè evening. He was And when we saw a farmer on the feet a day. It is impossible to ap
Rev. A. J. Barrow, rector.
and have been awarded the contract. half their value. The farm was not is a credit to the builder.
a typical orator, rolling of his hillside husking corn we thought proach within 600 feet of the well,
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, An order for 10,000 yards was re sold ; it was bid to $29,000 and
ponderous periodical sentences with truly this was a short summer. We and the engineers are at a loss how
Trappe, Rev, S. L. Messinger, pastor. ceived by the firm from the govern withdrawn. It has since been dis District Convention P. O. 8. o f an earnestness which carried with it hardly believe the peach buds were to control the monster. Natural
Preaching every Sunday at 10 a. ment some daysago, followed by an posed of to I. H. Rosenberger &
the conviction that what he said so badly damaged as some people gas from the Baldwinsville field has 1430 Chestnut Street, Phila., Pa.
A., at Ironbridge.
in. and 8 p. m. Sunday Sciiool at 8.45 order for 20,000 yards on Saturday. Bro., of Colmar, for $30,500. The
was true. There were thoughtful claim.
Good first mortgages on improved Phila
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About fifty delegates attended countenances seen on all sides after
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Since Frank Rees has left the
$1500 to $10,000 at 5 per cent. Also a few
on Sunday evening at 7 o’clock. $50,000 and will keep the mills in the disposal of the great stallions— the district P. O. S. of A., which the meeting was concluded and one
6 per cent, gold ground rents. Title and
Congregational prayer-meeting on Conshohocken running for some Director and Red Wilkes—for which was held on Saturday evening, in could not fail to see that the ad place people must go to Mont Clair city.
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000. The former, a son of Dictator cluding three from Pottstown, were vain. And why should they ? The taken up his quarters at Aldham on
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Wanamaker and bis friends, have
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vania
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ing sites, etc. Call or send for list.
Shoe Company, has issued a West, of Lexington, Ky., and has a trict President resulted in the not been denied. Mr. Clarke accuses
EMULATION.
Ironbridge: Preaching next Sab ford
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ville, over D. Evans Griffith, of and says : “Is it not treason to posed to be built here, may boom From the Army and Naval Journal.
Or
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but
E.
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McCleary
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School at 2 o’clock p. m.; Christian let containing a cleverly written
Pottstown. W. Y. Fryer, of Potts
Again has the country received
Endeavor 7 p. m. All are invited history of that enterprising borough bid to $500. From then to a thou town, presented a paper on “George tamper with the source of law, to things and some one may be en
prevent justice, and to teach the couraged to start a new coal yard proof of the character of the men
sand dollars the bidding lay be
to these services.
or rent.
from the time of its organization, tween E. E. McCleary, J. R. Bond Washington,” and Dr. O. C. Heffner youth of the land that the way to and feed house here, as there is a who command our navy. Could
A seven-room brick house on Fifth
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a
paper
on
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Patriotism.”
Both
rise in politics is to be corrupt and splendid location right at the cross there be a more severe test of a Avenue.near Main. Apply to
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attention.
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next
W. P. FENTON, Collegeville, Pa.
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every
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of
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by
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Rev. Benj. J. Douglass, rector. Sunsum Robert McAfee, of the Locust
Sigsbee was subjected ? How well
-day services at 10.45 o’clock a. m. Royersford and vicinity will desire Grove Stock Farm, of New Castle, the hall of Camp No. 295, Potts such has been done and they are
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Young man with some experience in
recorded in the dark dealings of the liis bicycle. He, in company with patch, in which he counseled a sus
and at 3 30 p. in. Sunday School a copy of the souvenir, which can Pa., secured it. Red Wilkes was town,. on Saturday, October 8.
Apply to ,
last Legislature. Men for stealing Ed. Francis and Operator Sweeney, pension of judgment as to the cause generalS. store.
-.at 2.30 p. m. A cordial welcome is be had by calling at the store of the then shown. He has been the sire
K. ANSON, Port Providence, Pa.
Company aforesaid.
«extended to all.
of 139 and 11 dams since he was Fined for Riding on a Sidewalk small things are placed behind iron took a spin to Collegeville, Eagle of the calamity. It is those who
in Trappe.
bars while men in the affairs of ville, Jeffersonville, and then home, suffer most from this disaster—who
secured by Mr. Moore, but the
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a. m. and 7.45 p. in. Lutheran
hands, of Belle Meade reprimanded a young man for riding tion. Deeper than all party inter 120 gear, fearless of steam or trolley have been the most calm and col
League, 6.45 p. m. All invited. ary Society in Mennouite school drickson’s
house, Yerkes, Saturday evening, Stock Farms, of New York. Direc his bicycle on the sidewalk. The ests are the principles involved in cars, inspected by the Collegeville lected, and who have done the most
Rev. W. O. Fegley, pastor.
or rent.
April 16. Program : Recitations— tor Moore, out of Director and official received harsh abuse for his this campaign and we caribot be Cycling Club. By the by, the as to restrain hysterical utterances and
A house and garden in Collegeville.
Trappe United. Evange 1 i c a 1 Susie M. Detwiler, Hettie F. Got- Nancy Lee, a half brother to Nancy friendly counsel. This specimen lieve that the sense of honor, j ustice, sociated cycling clubs of New York to prove to the world that Ameri Apply to
ABRAHAM GRATER.
church. Service next Sunday at 10 wals, Willie Ashenfelter, Ralph Hanks, 2.04, was then offered, and, of impudence . led the Town Coun and truth are so far exiled from the propose to exclude women from cans may always be depended upon
a. m. Sunday Senool at 2 p. m. Ashenfelter, Frank E. Zimmerman. after a bid of $200, he was run up cil to at once and rigidly put in voters of Pennsylvania that a re their century runs. Rather unjust to show in the presence of a great
or rent.
Rev. J. Max Longsdorf, pastor.
A new wheelwright shop; first-class
Readings—David G. Gotwals, Harry to $1,225, when T. A. Wilson pur force the bicycle ordinance.. One form is impossible. It is not a mat discrimination. But New Yorkers emergency the calmness of true
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are of the kind to do anything that
ply at once to
JONATHAN E. DAVIS, Blacksmith,
vincible resolution which can wait
ning, prayer service, 7.30 o’clock. Vocal duet—Lizzie C. Detwiler, Farm, of Reading. The highest Rambo, a resident and property that demands immediate attention. is inconsistent.
The
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be
solved
at
the
Collegeville, Pa.
until the proper time comes for 20jan.
Sunday : Sunday Sciiool, at 8.45 Kathryn Raudenbush. Solo — Eva price paid during the day was owner of Trappe, was observed rid
The
Republicans
of
the
Lower
o’clock, and preaching, at 10, the R. Horton. Instrumental solo— $1,350 for Mambrino Maid, with ing his wheel on the narrow foot ballot box and when the matter has District of Upper Providence town action. Reckless newspapers and
s t a t e n o t ic e .
Junior C. E. prayer service, at 2 p. Hanna Ashenfelter. Oration—Isaac black colt by Director, foaled in path on the old State road within been presented to the people, as ship will hold their primary elec self-seeking Congressmen may ruffle
Estate of Joseph Cole, late of Lower
m., and the Y, P. S. C. E. prayer G. Price. Debate : Resolved, That 1898. The two were purchased by the borough limits. George was Mr. Wanamaker and his adherents tion on Saturday evening next. the surface of public life, but they Providence
township, Montgomery county,
service, Mr. Wm. H. Bartman, leader, the man who adulterates food earns J. Butler, of East View Stock Farm, doubtless not aware of the more are presenting it, it is believed the This is a Quay stronghold, and wili do not represent the steady currents deceased. Letters
of administration upon
at 7 o’clock. The pastor will his money in a more despicable New York. During the day seven recent and decisive action of Town voters, the sovereigns of the State, no doubt send Quay delegates to of good sense and self-control by said estate having been granted to the un
notice is hereby given that all
preach at Skippackville, Sunday7 way than the man who adulterates horses were sold for over $1,000 Council, but that action, due to the will spurn the idea of autocratic the county convention. We will which the country is really governed. dersigned,
persons indebted to the estate are requested
morning at 10 o’clock, and Iron- news. Affirmative Chief—Kathryn each, and many others ran close to sauciness of the chap who has thus misrule, will demand and receive not venture an opinion even should
to make payment without delay, and those
having claims against the same will present
bridge chapel at 7.30 p. m. The D. Gotwals ; Negative Chief— the thousand mark. The total num far escaped arrest, was observed by honest government, and will cling we have but one, but the birds will
The mission of Hood’s Sarsaparilla is to them, in proper order for settlement, to
to
its
fundamental
principles
as
the
proper
authorities
and
George
ber
put
under
the
hammer
during
Abram
T.
Ailebach.
All
are
cordi
Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper
ELWOOD COLE, Administrator.
just as sweetly, the flowers cure disease, and thousands of testimonials
will be administered in the College ally invited. The Society will give the two days of the sale was 145, was compelled to pay a fine and they would cherish their own.lives sing
Providence Square P. O., Pa.
8-31.
prove it fulfills its mission well.
bloom,
the
grass
grow
green,
the
and
their
own
honor.
costs,
amounting
in
all
to
about
8.50.
and
they
fetched
$41,920.
an
entertainment
later
in
the
season.
ville church, Sunday, May 1st.
New Church to be Opened.

Anti-Quay Republican League
Meeting.

TERRIBLE EXPLOSION AT
SUMNEYTOWN !

SPECIAL MEETING OF TOWN
COUNCIL.

DEATHS.

Mrs. Abram Alderfer, widow of
Abram Alderfer, died at her home
in Upper Providence, Tuesday of
last week, aged 15 years. Eight
children survive. The funeral was
held Saturday. Interment at the
Dunkard burying ground, Mingo.
As the remains were being lowered
into the grave the undertaker in
charge, Mr. Derr, felt the ground
giving away beneath his feet. Be
fore he could change his position
the cave-in threw him partly under
the coffin, the end of which fell
against the over box. Mr. Deri'was
released from bis unpleasant posi
tion as quickly as possible, and the
coffin properly placed.
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Philadelphia &
Reading Railway

W hen in N orristow n, Pa.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
ALL AROUND THE FARM.

When young men tell you they
never read experiment station bul
letins, that they take no stock
whatever in the farm institutes, and
at the same time they are about to
(Opposite Court Hcuse).
be sold out under mortgage on
-----oOo----farm their old father gave them
First-class Accommodations for Man free of debt, there is something
wrong in the brain machinery of
and Beast;
those
young men and no mistake.—
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Hoard's
Dairyman
Both English and German spoken.
STOP AT THE

RAMB0 HOUSE,

Engines Burn Hard Coal—No Smoke
IN EFFECT MARCH 19, 1898.
T r a in s L e a v e C o lle g e v ille .
F ob P erkiomen J u nction , B ridgeport

and P h ila d e lph ia —Week days-—6.29, 8.36
a. m.; 12.43, 5.01 p. m. Sundays—6.39
ti. m.; 6.13 p. m.
F or A llentow n —Week days—9.06,10.17
a. m.; 3.22, 5.11, p. m. Sundays—8.30 a.
si.; 7.42 p. m.
Trains For Collegeville.
L eave P hiladelphia —'Week days—7.45,
9.08 a. m.; 1.42, 4.01, p. m. Sundays—7.00
a. m.; 6.15 p. m.
P. K. Gable, Proprietor.
L eave Br id g e po r t —Week days —8.30,
9.50 a. m.; 2.30, 4.44, p. m. Sundays—7.47
a. m.; 7.04 p. m.
WM. D. VALENTINE,
L eave P erkiom en J u nction —Week days
—8 50, 10.05 a. m.; 3.00, 5.00, p. m. Sun
days—8.13 a. m.; 7.25 p. m.
PROPRIETOR OF
L eave A llen to w n — Week days—4.25,
7.15.10.50 a. m.; 3.38 p. m. Sunday—4.35
a. m.; 4.35 p. m.
ATLANTIC CITY DIVISION.
Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street Wharf
and South Street Wharf for Atlantic City.
Week days—Express, 9.00 a. m.,2.00, (3.00
Saturdays only), 4.00, 5.00 p. m-. Accom.,
8.00 a. in., 5.15, 6.30 p. m. Sundays—Ex
press, 9.00,10.00 a. m. Accom., 8.00 a. m.,
NORRISTOW N, PA.
4.45 p. m.
Leave Atlantic City Depot : Week days—
Express 7.35, 9.00, a. m., 3.30, 5.30, p. m.
Accom., 4.25, 8.15 a. m., 4.05 p. m. Sun
days—Express, 4.00, 5.30, 8.00 p. m. Ac
com., 7.15 a. m., 4.15 p. m.
Old and New Patrons cordially received.
For Cape May and Ocean City 9.15 a. m.,
4.15 p. ra. Sundays, South Street, 9 00, Ample accommodations for man and beast.
Chestnut Street, 9.15 a. m.
Parlor cars on all express trains
Terms reasonable. Make the Hartranft
For further information apply to nearest
Philadelphia & Reading Railway ticket agent House your headquarters when in town.
or address
I. A. 8WEIÖARD, EDSON J. WEEKS,
Gen’l Superintendent.
Gen’l Pass. Agent.
TH E ALBERTSON
Reading Terminal, Philadelphia.

Hartranft House

It is not so generally appreciated
as it should be that the breeding
sow while she is bearing her young
needs just the kind of nutrition that
the growing pig will require. Sows
fed heavily on corn fatten and
bring thin, stunted pigs, with very
little ability to care for themselves.
Such pigs will never do so well as
those whose dams were fed milk
and wheat bran with some kinds of
roots while bearing their young.
These will have good digestion, and
will grow rapidly, while the stunted
pig will never fully recover from
the improper nntrition it received
before it was farrowed__American
Cultivator.

Hens that are being “coached
for egg production should not be
“stuffed.” Their food being of the
proper character, their crops should
never be more than moderately full
It is a delusion to suppose that
bens will not eat more than is good
for them. As in the case of human
NORRISTOWN, PA.
beings, when tempted by appetiz
Fresh From the Factories, now
ing viands, they will gorge them
on Exhibition at the
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS selves, and thus bring on indiges
tion, and waste energy in the effort
Executes
Trusts,
& T C O LLEG EV ILLE
Issues Certified Searches,
to get rid of the surplus.—Farm
Insures Titles, Journal.

Furniture Trusts Safe Deposit Co.

Furniture Warerooms!

Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian,
Committee, Etc. *
We are now prepared to offer
Bonds o f Suretyship.
onr customers goods at prices
never before heard of,
Rents Safe Deposit Boxes.
Loans Money on Good Security.
Our line of Chamber Suits, at prices rang
ing from $12 to $50, are the best in the
market, and are well worth inspection.
Parlor Suits in Hair Cloth, Brocatelle and GEO. W. ROGERS, President.
Silk Tapestry, from $15 to $50, are hard to
SAM’L E. NYCE, Vice Pres., TrustOfficer.
be equalled.
CLEMENT J. CRAFT, Sec. and Treas.
Sideboards, from $8.50 to $80, in Solid
DIRECTORS.
Oak, fancy tops and plate glasses, are the
finest.
George W. Rogers,
H. H. Hobensack,
Dining Room Chairs, Fancy Rockers,
Sam’l E. Nyce,
Lounges, Coucher, Hall Racks and Fancy Adam Scheldt,
P. Frank Hunter,
Book Cases, that cannot fail to attract your Wm. F. Solly,
Charles Lewis,
attention, both in quality and price.
Wm. F. Dannehower,
J. K. Weaver,
We carry a full line of Rugs, Carpet Edw. F. Kane,
Irvin P. Knipe,
Sweepers, Toilet Sets, Fancy Lamps, Dinner A. R. Place,
and Tea Sets.
Sam’l Rittenhouse,
I. H. Brendlinger,'
James B. Holland.
Bed Springs, Mattresses, Pillows, Bolsters,
Feathers, and Bedding of all kinds.
Our line of Carpets is complete. Best
Ingrain at 50 cents ; good at 40 cents ; fair
at 32 cents.
Picture Frames made to order.
(SUCCESSORS t o GBISTOCK & VANDEBSLICE.)
Window Shades of all kinds. We are sell
ing a good Spring Roller Shade at 25 cents.
Collegeville, Pa.,
Make your selections early, while stock is
complete.
DEALERS IN
Repairing and upholstering attended to
White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock
promptly.,
All goods delivered free.

a number of years. That from the
pear stock was green* while that
from the quince stock was a golden
yellow, with a rose blush on the
side toward the sun. The latter
also weighed a third more per
specimen, was more dense in both
fruit and juice, and was richer in
both acid and sugar.
Glover is at its best as a fertil
izer when it has produced its second
crop. This is when it has grown
two full seasons. If kept beyond
this time either weeds or grasses
come in, according as the soil is
best seeded with these. Whoever
keeps a field in clover longer than
two years lessens the crop that can
be grown after it. On the other
hand, a clover ley will rot down the
first season after it is plowed, so
that it may be sown with clover
seed the following spring. An old
sod made up from any of the
grasses needs to be cultivated two
years before it is ready to reseed.
Hence the smaller amount of fertil
ity it furnishes is more thoroughly
exhausted by three crops on it in
stead of two as clover allowed be
fore the land is again being re
seeded.
The old theory that sap could not
flow and top growth take place
while the roots of a tree or vine
are frozen, was shown to be faulty
by an interesting experiment at the
Missouri Station. A grape vine
growing by the side of a house had
its top drawn through a hole into a
warm room, and this top leaved out
and made several inches growth
while the roots were tightly locked
in frozen earth. The tops store up
in their own branches during the
fall the cellular energy for the
earliest growth the following spring,
while the roots are thawing out,
hence the theory that early bloom
ing can be provided by heavily
mulching over the roots after a hard
freeze, to keep the sun’s warmth
from thawing the ground, is fal
lacious. When the sun warms up
the tops the sap starts independent
of root action, the buds swell, and
eventually burst into bloom__
Hartford Times.

Th e K i i i e p

If you w ant to be well, see to it th a t your K idneys and Blood are in a
healthy condition. I t is an easy m atter to learn w hat State your Kidneys are in.
Place some of your urine in a bottle or tum bler, and leave it stan d one day and
night. A sedim ent a t the bottom shows th a t you have a dangerous Kidney
disease. P ains in the small of th e back indicate the same thing. .So does a
desire to pass w ater often, particularly a t night, and a scalding pain in urinating
is still another certain sign.
Dr. David Kennedy's Favorite Remedy is
w hat you need. I t will cure you surely if you do not
delay too long in tak in g it. Kidney diseases are dan
gerous, and should not be neglected a single moment.
R ead w hat P. H. K i p p , of Union, N. Y ., a prom
in en t m ember of th e G. A. R ., say s:—“ I w as troubled
w ith m y Kidneys and U rinary O rgans and
suffered g reat annoyance day and night,
b u t since using Dr. David Kennedy’s
Favorite Remedy I have g reatly im
proved, an d th a t dreadful burning sensa
tion has entirely gone. I had on m y lip
w h at w as called a pipe cancer, which spread
’m ost across m y lip, an d w as exceeding
painful; now th a t is almost welL I also had severe
h eart trouble, so th a t it was difficult to work; th a t is
a g reat deal better. I have gained nine pounds
since I commenced tak in g th e Favorite Remedy:
am g reatly benefited in every way, and cannot
praise it too m uch.”
Favorite Remedy is a specific for Kidney,
L iver an d U rinary troubles. In Rheum atism , N eu
ralgia, D yspepsia, an d Skin and Blood Diseases, it
has never failed w here th e directions w ere followed. I t is also a specific for the
troubles peculiar to females. All druggists sell it a t $i.oo a bottle.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
-^ C O L L E G E V IL L E -* -

Carriap-:-Worfcs!

50 Y E A R S ’
E X P E R IE N C E

T rade M ark s
D e s ig n s
C o p yr ig h ts A c .

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn A Co. receive
special notice, without charge, in the

but also the charm of very low
prices at this Gallery. We don’t
tire you out posing you.

Scientific American.

C E O .ff.D A Y ,

A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir

culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
year; fonr months, $L Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN
&0 Q a361 Broadway, New York
Branch Office. 625 F St- Washington, D. C.

Photographer,

DeKALB, Just Above Main St.
NORRISTOW N , PA.

Here at Last I
And D ealer in
the best

OUR NEW

B e e f , V ea l & M u t t o n ,

Is Opened and Ready for Business,

Fine Bread

and

Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday mornings
of each week. Thankful to the public for
past favors he invites continued patronage.
Highest cash price paid for calves.
3sap.

HARVEY K. MOYER.

Cakes,

Oysters and Ice Cream.

R A f ! |A F » A A T If you will send your full postoffice address
d(HISg?3C R J bIBC
CC I t o th e D r . D avid K ennedy C o rporation .
Rondout, N. Y., an d mention th is p a p er, we will forw ard you, prepaid, a
free sample bottle of th e Favorite Remedy, together w ith full directions
for its use. You can depend upon this offer being genuine, a n d should write a t
once for a free trial bottle.

n

Yours to serve,

Frank H. Deisher,
21oc.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

THE
Our New Woolens and Worsted Goods for
Spring are herePROVIDENCE
Measures taken for Men’s, Youths’ and Child
ren’s Suits and Pants at very little higher cost than
ready-made.
INDEPENDENT

Great Slaughter in Prices !—For
the next 30 days I will reduce Hand-made
Harness to Factory Prices. Any one order
ing harness in the next 30 days may have the
benefit of these prices,—everything else In
proportion. Blankets, Saddles, Bridles, Boots,
Whips, Stable Brooms, Combs, Brashes, etc.
Also a lot of choice grade Cigars. Box
trade a specialty.

At a recent annual convention of
the Fruit Growers’ Association
W . E. JOHNSON,
Professor Fletcher strongly recom
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PAmended spraying fruit trees during
the winter. The spores of the
3STO U S E
ALL W ORK G UARANTEED.
various fungi rest on the limbs and
twigs as well as on the leaves.
Holds it own in the field
Our Stock of Men’s, Youths’ and Children’s
When the leaves are on the tree it
is impossible to get spray on the
Clothing is complete and prices as low as any in of journalism, by contin
limbs and twigs. The best time to
the. county.
uing to deserve the con To Make an Old Sewing
do this spraying is during the win
Machine Do.
ter. I t could be done any time
fidence of its readers.
Beans or peas added to ground
when most convenient, but the best grain of any kind, serve to balance
IT IS NOT ECONOMY!
time is toward spring when vitality the ration with protein. Such foods
in all the latest styles and colors.
is returning. If the trees are spray may apparently be costly, but, com
Those who have read Time is Wasted,
ed during the winter better results pared with other foods, and the
Work Not Half Done,
will be obtained as the result of large proportion of protein con
the INDEPENDENT for
Patience Worn Out.
'ief.
spraying after the leaves are out. tained, they are really cheaper in
tw enty years w ill tell you
The expense of supports for peas some respects than corn, because
in
all
the
latest
makes.
is a detriment to their cultivation, better results are obtained by their
that it does its level best
x js in s ro and for that reason many’ prefer the use for some classes of stock.
Give us a call. No trouble to show goods.
dwarf varieties, which, though early,
to advocate right and
are not as prolific as the talleroppose wrong !
growing kinds. I t has been sug
j
s t a m
gested that three-inch mesh of
247 Main Street,
woven wire be used in the rows for Like biliousness, dyspepsia, headache, constfr
LUM BER,.
It won’t always please
pation, sour stomach, indigestion are prompt!) Springer Block,
peas,
having
the
rows
run
north
ROYERSFORD,
PA.
Various grades, dressed and undressed.
and south, planting early peas on cured by Hood’s Fills. They do their worB
you ; it can’t always
SH IN G LES, split and sawed. the east side and later kinds on the
PICKETS, CEDAR AMD CHESTNUT west. When the peas are removed
please you any more than
RAILS.
set out large pot grown tomato
you can always please
L e h i g h a n d Schuylkill plants. The wire should last for easily and thoroughly. S M k ■ ■ ■
several years.
Best after dinner pills.
W iJ I I I
C O L L E G E V I L L E , F J ± .,
yourself.
25 cents. All druggists.
I
I I I
Wood ashes contain potash in a Prepared by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, M ass,
very available form, but when the The only Pill to take w ith Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
If you are not a reader
farmer purchases them he incurs
AND
the risk of paying twice their vaine, f You Are in Need
of the INDEPENDENT,
as the actual potash contained
— O F A.—
varies from 3 to 8 per cent. The
become one, and give it a
Wagon or Carriage
weight of ashes depends somewhat
OF
ANY
KIND,
CALL
AT
THE
To take care of our growing business we have incorporated and
upon the humidity of the atmos
fair, intelligent t r i a l !
COAL. - - COAL. phere, as they absorb moisture.
increased our facilities. We will continue on the lines established
by the old firm and solicit a continuance of your orders.
Dealers in ashes will sometimes re
Then your judgment w ill
tFV=,V=',¥J*'
W T 'V 'T 'w ®
quest the farmer to place a pinch of
Easy
to
Operate,
Beautiful
Stitcher,
tell you all about it.
Corn, h Bran, ** Middlings, them to the tongue, so as to judge Where you will find a good assortment of all
Adapted to all kinds of Material,
kinds constantly on hand, or you can
them by their caustic effect, but
OATS, L IN S E E D M EAL,
have any kind you want
Up-to-date Improvements.
such a method is useless, as even
built to order.
If you are a reader, ask
AND GAKE M EAL. leached ashes, will have a strong
Castings
of
All
Kinds.
Machine
Building.
Buffalo Phosphates, and others. Harri caustic taste. The only way to REPAIR IN G and R E P A IN T IN G
your Mend or neighbor
In all its branches done promptly and at
son’s Town and Country Paint,—second to
prices to suit the times.
none in the market. Also Harrison’s Rough buy ashes is to do so with a guar
to do as you are doing.
and Ready Paint,—a cheap durable paint antee, and samples should be for
-AND—
Robert Oehlert,
for barns and fencing.
warded to the State experiment
You can certainly never
Proprietor of the Royersford Carriage Works,
station for analysis.
ROYERSFORD, PA.
Experiment work on the farm
ose anything by doing a
N. B.—Old Wagons taken in Exchange.
SPECIAL HAND D
P
T
X
U
V
C
IF
’Smay be performed on small plots at
Caveats and Trade Marks obtained, and all
good thing.
a moderate cost. There is no sys
Repairs to Horse Powers and all kinds of Agricultural
Ball Bearing and Rotary Motion
Patent Business conducted for MODERATE
tem of education that can equal the
Implements. Knives Ground.
are special features.
FEES. Our office is opposite the U. S. Pat
work of the farmer himself in ex
The INDEPENDENT Write for a catalogue showing
ent Office, We have no sub-agents, all busi
(Successor to Fox & Mowrey,)
perimenting, as soils differ, and
our different styles of woodwork.
ness direct, hence can transact patent busi
believes in honest goods, Agents wanted.
ness in less time and at less cost than those work done on one farm may not ap
ply to another. When a farmer be
remote from Washington.
honest money, honest
Send model, drawing, or photo, with de gins to experiment he finds out
Main and DeKalb Sts., N orristow n, Pa.
scription. We advise if patentable or not, where he made mistakes, and when
purposes and h o n e s t
1312 Chestnut St.,
free of charge. Onr fee not due till patent
mistakes
can
be
avoided
the
great
P hiladelphia, Pa.
is secured. A book, “ How to Obtain Pat
JOHN W. LOCH, Preset. F. G. HOBSON, Treasurer and Trust Officer* action.
ents,’’ with references to actual clients in est difficulties will have been over
your State, county, or town. Address ,
come.
ep<
. . ___ ________
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
The peach will not thrive in low
Accounts. .Acts as Executor, Trustee, Guardian, Assignee, Committee, Receiver, Agent, and in
Subscribe for the IN
all trust capacities. Becomes Surety for those acting in fiduciary relations. Insures Titles to Real
Opposite Patent Office. Washington, D. C. ground, but prefers an elevated
E state and mortgages. Insures certified general searches. Rents Boxes in burglar proof vaults.
Send for book with full explanations.
DEPENDENT. $ 1 . 2 5 No. 1 Cures Fever.
situation always ; plums prefer a
No. 2
“
W orm s.
stiff, damp soil to a light one.
N o. 3
“
Infants’ Diseases.
per
year
in
advance
!
Therefore, plum stocks are often
N o. 4
“
Diarrhea.
used for an orchard of peaches
N o. 7
“
Coughs.
where the latter are to be planted
No. 8 Cures Neuralgia.
on low ground.
9
“
Headache.
As an advertising med No.
A correspondent suggests a novel
No. lO
“
Dyspepsia.
IN BUSINESS TEN TEARS.
idea for selecting a calf which is in
ium the I N D E P E N  N o. 11 ’ “ Delayed Periods.
N o. 12
“
Leuehorrea.
tended for a milk cow. He says :
No. 13 Cures Croup.
“Never keep a calf with a thick, Work » o n e at Short Notice.
DENT
occupies
a
front
Estimates and Information
N o. 14
Skin Diseases.
short, stubby tail or otherwise of an
Cheerfully Given.
m .ta k e s
place in the procession. No. 15
Rheum atism .
m FURNISHING M ox-like appearance unless for the Address P. 0. Box 477, Spring City, Pa.
the nerves
No. 10
M alaria.
feed lot. This is a simple way of
strong, and
Bates furnished upon ap No. 19
brings b a c k
Catarrh.
ascertaining a desirable piece of in
the feelings of
No.
20
Cures
W
hoop ing C ou gh
plication.
formation, and the writer wishes
youth to the pre
R EW AR D
No. 21 “
A sthm a.
maturely
old
man.
some would try it.”—Journal of
For any of the folIt restores lost vigor.
No. 24 “
General Debility.
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.
Agriculture.
You may gain ten
No.
26
“
Sea-Sickness.
l o w i n g diseases
pounds in ten days.
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
Nut trees as a rule bave long tap
90
N
o.
27
“
K
id ney Diseases.
that
cannot
be
cured
by
the most careful and painstaking attention.
All kinds of Job Work No. 28Cures N ervous
G U A R A N TE ED
roots and it has been banded down
Debility.
22au.
for years that to cut this tap root Dr. Craig’s New Discov
No. 30 “
U rin ary Diseases
executed
in
a
satisfactory
TOBIBCO
DIBIT
CURE.
when transplanting them meant ery or Dr. C raig’s Vital
No. 32 “
Hefert Disease.
Go buy and try a box to-day. It
costs only $1. Your own druggist
manner
at
the
r
i
g
h
t
death to the tree, but experience ized O zon e:
No. 34 “
Sore Throat.
« ^ 9 9 0 .
will guarantee a cure or money re
N o. 77 “
Colds and Grip.
shows different. If the long tap
Dyspepsia, Liver Disorder, Kidney and
funded. Booklet, written guarantee of cure
prices at the
Weakness, Bright’s Disease, Nasal
and sample free. Address nearest office.
D b . H umphreys ’ H omeopathic M anual
PRICES REDUCED root is cut many laterals are sent Bladder
Catarrh, Bronchitis, Diphtheria, Croup,
op D iseases M ailed F r ee .
THE STERLING REMEDY CO.,
$
out, and thus a fine strong root Ulcers or Sores, Piles, Diseases of Women,
-----AT----CHICA CO.
M ONTREAL, CAN.
NEW YORK.
Small bottles of pleasant pellets, fit the vest
or any disease of an inflammatory nature.
pocket. Sold by druggists, or sent prepaid upon
system is established, which will
Doctor’s advice and consultation free by
receipt of price, 25 cents, except Nos. 28, and 82
: Davis’ Blacksmith S h o p : make a good tree__Rural World.
are made $1.00 size only. Humphreys’ Medi
mail or personally. Cures guaranteed or
c a th a rtic cure constipation. P urely vegetable, sm ooth and
cine Company, 111 William St., New York.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
easy, sold by druggists everywhere, g uaranteed to cure. Only 10c.
GASOARETS candy
money refunded. Address
The
effect
of
the
stock
upon
tije
Collegeville, Pa.
Four new shoes, any style or shape, put
THE CRAIG MEDICINE COMPANY,
on for 99 cents.
scion is shown in a report recently
HUMPHREYS*
VTORffiSTOWN HERALD BOOK
«6
J. E. »AVIS. .
212 S. 8th St., Philadelphia, Pa. F L A V E L L ’S E L A S T I C T R U S S E S -LX BINDERY. Binding, Job Ruling,
sent out by the French Academy of
W
I
T C H HAZEL OIL
Single, $ 3 .0 0 .
D o a b le , $ 5 .0 0 .
Perforating, Paging, Numbering, Blank
Sciences : Two pear trees of the For Male by »rnggtst Cnlbert,
“ THE PILE OINTMENT,'*
Fitted
with
our
.
celebrated
or rent.
Books for Banks and Business Houses, given
For Plies—External or Internal, Blind or Bleeding 3
P
n
e
u
m
atic
P
a
d
s
:
can
be
worn
day
COLLEGEVILLE,
PA.
same
variety,
standing
side
by
side,
Fistula in Ano; Itching or Bleeding of the Rectum.
About 20 acres for farming purposes
special attention. Magazines bound and and
and night with comfort and ease.
The relief is immediate—the cure certain.
without buildings, near Rahn Station. Ad one grafted on a pear seedling and
S o ld b y P h y s ic ia n s o r d ir e c t
repairing done quickly and cheaply. Esti
60 OTS.
TRIAL SIZE, 25 GTS.
dress,
46 RICHMOND STREET,
fr
o
m
u
s
.
Circular
free.
ET YOUR Posters Printed at
I f you have anything to PEIOE,
mates
cheerfully
ftimished.
Address,
Sold by Druggists, o r sen t post-paid on receipt of pries.
2dec.
Philad’a, Pa. the other on a quinch, bore fruit for G
the Independent Office.
1005 SPRING GARDEN ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
MORGAN B. WILLS, Proprietor.
sell, advertise it in the Independent.

T R Y I N G

SEE OUR NEW DERBYS AND ALPINES

| i ¥ |t U a i$

H. «STOCKS SOIS,

John L. Bechtel,

m

You Get
Not Only>
Satisfaction

All This is Avoided by

The New No. 9

Liver Ills

H o o d ’s

X .

,

.

ROBERTS MACHINE COMPANY,

FOUNDERS K-

M ACHINISTS.

R. H. GRATER, PrOp’r.
I am building only what has been ordered
at prices as low as possible. It will be to
your interest to order if in need of anything
in my line.
A l l K inds o f Carriages
and Business Wagons.
First-class PAINTING and VARNISHING
fit Reasonable Rates.

LETTERING and SIGN PAINTING.
Repairing of all kinds will receive prompt
and careful attention.

JOHN S. KEPLER,

Undertaker**Embalmer
T R A P P E , PA.

1

P L O U H ,

Royersford Carriage Works

^

- P U M P S

-

W I N D MILLS.

PATENTS,

Sam u el E . lo w r e y ,

The Norristown Title, Trust and Safe Deposit Co,-Capital; $250,000

Wieeler & Wilson M aifacfii Co.

HUMPHREYS’

JO H N L . B E C H T E L .

My past experience at the business hav
ing proven satisfactory to those whom I have
served, I feel encouraged to continue my
efforts in the same direction. With a feel
ing of much appreciation for favors received
In the past, I hope to merit the future patron
age of the public.
Ie^“Will meet trains at ail Stations. Or
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 9 5
OW TO HAKE MONEY !
If you are out of employment and
want a position, paying you from $50 to $100
monthly clear of above expenses by working
regularly, or, if you want to increase your
present income from $200 to $500 yearly, by
working at odd times, write the GLOBE CO.,
723 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa., stating age,
whether married or single, last or present
employment, and you can learu how to make
more money easier and faster than you ever
made before in your life.
9dec.

H

There Is one Dental Firm

in Philadelphia th a t you can
rely upon getting good Work
r for one-half less money than
others charge for inferior
work. Twelve years’ experi
ence in this city is a good
teacher. WC are here to stay.
Our ten-year guarantee can
be relied upon.

Our painlcst method for

Extracting will please you.
No other dentists have it. We are offered
$1,000 for same, Our teeth fit and look like
natural. We guarantee a fit or no pay. Our
fillings won’t drop out. We don’t charge for
extracting or examining mouth. Car fare paid.
Our crown and bridgew ork work can’t be beat.

ALBA DENTISTS,

Offices:—1006 MARKET STREET.
1128 CHESTNUT STREET,
117 NORTH EIGHTH ST.,
1918 DIAMOND STREET,
2508 KENSINGTON ATE.,
PHILADELPHIA. PENNA*

Undertaker ** Embalmer

Don’t Tobacco
Spit and Smoke
Year Life
Away!

INDEPENDENT OFFICE,

F

BUILPUKBIS’ BED. CO., I l l A 118 William SU, NEW YOB*

